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Chapter 1: Problem Statement

1.1 Introduction

As computer communication evolves into the twenty-first century, high

bandwidth low delay communication is becoming the norm, rather than the excep-

tion. This is leading to data networks being used by applications which previously

had restricted themselves to specialized networks. These applications include

digital television, digital audio and facsimile transmission, and in general multi-

media (including continuous-media) applications. The quality of service (QOS)

[Leiner 88] expected from the network by these applications varies over a wide

range: some are sensitive to delays experienced in the communication network,

others are sensitive to loss rates, while yet others are sensitive to delay varia-

tions. An integrated network, which aims to support all these services, must

attempt to meet the needs of all the applications.

The network may attempt to meet these diverse requirements in one of two

ways. It can try to provide a service that is (1) good enough to meet the most strin-

gent requirements, or, it can attempt to utilize the information it has about the dif-

ferent requirements of the applications, and use this information to (2) provide

different qualities of service to different client applications. The first approach,

providing the best possible quality of service to all the applications, allows for sim-

pler networks which can operate at high speeds, and becomes especially attrac-
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tive if the requirements of most applications do not differ much from each other.

However, the second approach will result in a better usage of network resources,

and probably cheaper operation, if the diversity in requirements is high. 

In its most general form, the second approach would ask the client to spec-

ify its performance requirements by means of a number of parameters and

attempt to use this information. By specifying the values of the parameters, the

client is allowed to choose a particular QOS. Let us call a value assignment of

these parameters a selection. If some of the parameters can have any numerical

value, the total number of possible selections can be infinite. The first approach

is a case in which only one selection is possible, the one being offered by the net-

work.The choice between the two approaches depends upon technology and the

diversity in the requirements of the applications. Intermediate approaches, which

offer a somewhat restricted menu of services, can also be used.

Assuming that a choice for the menu of the possible performance guaran-

tees being offered by the network has been made, two types of resource manage-

ment schemes can be used to support this menu: a reactive scheme or a

predictive scheme. In a reactive solution, the state of the network is monitored

continuously, and, if an undesirable situation (one in which the performance guar-

antees can be violated) is detected or expected to occur in the near future, suit-

able corrective measures (such as requesting some applications to reduce their

traffic) are taken. In a predictive solution, applications are only allowed to use the

network when they are considered safe.1 The applications ask the network to

1. By “safe” we mean that the QOS guarantees made to applications already using the network are
not violated. Of course, the network may decide to make it “safe” for some high-priority applica-
tion by refusing to service some existing low-priority applications.
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reserve appropriate resources, and the network allows them to communicate only

if sufficient resources are available. Predictive solutions assume that applications

can predict (to a certain extent) their traffic characteristics and performance

requirements.

In high-speed networks where propagation delays dominate other compo-

nents of the total delay, reaction times can be prohibitively large, and reactive

solutions become less attractive. Furthermore, reactive solutions have been

known to cause oscillations in network performance indices over time [Zhang 89].

Thus, predictive solutions seem better in high-speed wide-area networks.

The general goal of this thesis is to study the problem of predictive

resource allocation for providing performance guarantees in future networks. In

the thesis, we identify the different sub-areas of the problem, explore the issues

that arise in each of the sub-areas, and provide a scheme that can be used to

address the relevant issues in that sub-area. In the next sections, we shall define

the problem in more precise terms and explore the different solutions proposed in

the literature. 

A study of some reactive schemes for high-speed networks can be found

in a companion thesis by a fellow-member of Tenet research group at Berkeley

[Keshav 91].

1.2 Problem Definition

The problem definition consists of two parts. In the first part, we explain the

terms and concepts we will be using in this thesis. In the second part, we describe
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the assumptions we make regarding the communication network.

1.2.1 Terminology

There are two principal types of entities assumed in this study: a network

entity and client entities. The client entities are of two kinds: namely, sending enti-

ties and receiving entities. Either of the two entities in a pair can “hire” the network

entity to carry information from the sending entity to the receiving entity. Thus, an

explicit contract is signed between the communicating entities and the network.

This contract specifies the kind of traffic that will be accepted by the network for

this pair of sending and receiving entities, and the quality of service the pair of cli-

ents will receive. 

The model is connection-oriented, i.e., an explicit connection between the

sender and the receiver is established before the actual transfer of information

can begin. The connection-oriented communication paradigm has been accepted

as the standard for Broadband Integrated Services Digital Networks (BISDN)

[CCITT I.128]. Therefore, in this work, we will be concentrating on providing qual-

ity of service to connection-oriented traffic only. We assume that data is trans-

ferred in fixed size units called packets or cells. We shall refer to a connection with

guaranteed performance as a channel. 

We shall be treating the contract as if it is a legaly binding agreement that

has to be adhered to by both the client and the network entities. We believe that

such a contractual service would need to be provided by a BISDN eventually,

when it shall be catering to a large number of (yet unforseen) applications.
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The contract has two major components, i.e., a specification of the traffic

characteristics, and a description of the performance requirements. These client

requirements can be specified in a number of ways [Ferrari 90b]. However, the

most interesting ones from a client’s viewpoint appear to be the bounds on the

throughput, delay, delay variation and packet loss rate of a connection. Depend-

ing on the state of technology, and the traffic requirements, different QOS menus

can be offered to the clients. 

For the purposes of this study, we will be assuming that the network is

based on the asynchronous transfer mode(ATM), and will consider a simplified

model of such a network. In the next subsection, we describe the network model

in more detail. 

1.2.2 Network environment 

In an ATM network, all information to be transferred from the source to the

destination is packed into fixed size cells, which are identified and switched by

means of a label in the cell header. The term asynchronous refers to the fact that

cells allocated to the same connection may exhibit an irregular recurrence pat-

tern, as cells are filled according to the actual demand. All communication in an

ATM network is connection-oriented, i.e., a connection needs to be established

before data transmission can begin. While connections can be duplex in general,

we will confine our attention in this thesis to simplex (one-way) connections. A

duplex connection can be obtained by creating two simplex connections in oppo-

site directions. The asynchronous transfer mode is a more flexible alternative to

the synchronous transfer mode, in which cells belonging to a connection could
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only occupy certain predetermined time-slots on a transmission link. The differ-

ence between the two modes is illustrated by Figure 1-1, which shows some pos-

sible patterns of slot usage in the two modes.

An ATM network consists of a number of ATM switches connected in an

arbitrary mesh. We assume that each switch is accompanied by a switch man-

ager, which is responsible for accepting or rejecting channels through the switch.

The switch manager should be running the algorithms required to establish con-

nections and perform any admission control tests required to ensure the quality

of service needed by individual connections. When a channel is established, the

switching fabric maps cells arriving along that channel from the input link to the

appropriate output link. We are not concerned here with the exact details of this

mapping mechanism. Any of the common switching techniques may be used for

vc 1 vc 2     vc 3     vc 4      vc 2                 vc 4

vc 1 vc 2 vc 3 vc 4 idle vc 2

STM: cells can only go in designated slots.

ATM: cells can be filled up on demand.

frame cells

header 

vc stands for the virtual channel number.

Figure 1-1:This figure illustrates the difference between the synchronous and the
asynchronous transfer modes. Four connections are assumed to exist. In STM,
time is divided into frames (marked by the shaded cells in the figure), and each
connection gets one or more slots in a frame to transfer its cells. Thus connection
2 can only transfer cells in the first slot of a frame, connection 3 in the second slot,
connection 4 in the 3rd slot and connection 1 in the fourth slot. In the central frame
shown at the top of the figure, the slot for connection 1 is wasted because there is
no cell to use it. In ATM, cells are allowed to use the slots as soon as they are avail-
able, and so the cell belonging to connection 2 can go ahead in the empty slot.
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the mapping operation. These techniques include shared-memory switching

[Condruse 87], shared medium switching [Gopal 87] or space division switching

fabrics (like banyan switches) [Hui 87]. A survey of switching schemes can be

found in [Ahmadi 89] or [Tobagi 90]. In this thesis, we make no assumptions

regarding the switching scheme used, as long as the switch model proposed

below is valid.

An ATM switch can be modeled as a set of input queues terminating the

incoming links, connected through an interconnection network to a set of output

queues (outgoing links). Usually the only purpose of the input queues is cell/bit

synchronization and clock recovery; so the input queue size is small. Neverthe-

less, it should be noted that statistical switching techniques will necessitate large

input queue sizes in some cases. The output queues are needed since cells from

different incoming links that are to be routed towards the same outgoing link may

arrive concurrently. Each switch can be represented as in Figure 1-2. 

A description of the different switch architectures and a justification of the

above model have been provided by Karol [Karol 87]. For ease of presentation,

we will assume that (a) the ATM switch is internally non-blocking, (b) cells arriving

input links output links

output buffer
input buffer

SWITCH

FABRIC

Figure 1-2: Structure of a typical ATM switch.
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on different input links and destined for different output links do not interfere with

each other, (c) input queues are non-existent, and (d) framing details can be

ignored. Thus, we are assuming a perfect switch in our thesis, which will allow us

to concentrate on one output link and devise a scheme to bound the queueing

delay at that output link.

An ATM network consists of a number of switches connected in an arbi-

trary topology. The ATM clients are outside the network and may request chan-

nels from the network. The network deals with routing and resource allocation

issues.The general structure of the network is shown in Figure 1-3. 

 Each channel in the above environment can be modeled as passing

through a number of queueing servers, each server modeling the output link of an

ATM switch. Let us take a look at the possible cause of delays, delay variations,

and cell loss in the network described above. 

The delay in the network can be seen to consist of three components:(1)

ATM CLIENTS

ATM SWITCHES

ATM NETWORK

Figure 1-3: An ATM network consists of a number of switches connected in an arbi-
trary topology. The ATM clients are outside the network and may request channels
from the network. The network deals with routing and resource allocation issues.
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the propagation delay, which depends on the distance between the communicat-

ing clients, is independent of the type of switching node used and, given the route

of the connection, is difficult to reduce; (2) the switching delay, which depends on

the implementation scheme, but is usually very low [Yeh 87] and (3) a queueing

delay at each queueing server. The queueing delay can be controlled by restrict-

ing the number of connections through the switch or by using an appropriate

queueing discipline. The queueing delay is the most important variable compo-

nent of overall delay and the most significant component responsible for delay

variations.

We are not considering the delays involved in fragmentation of data to be

transmitted into cells or reassembly of this data from the cells. The focus of this

thesis is only on performance (delays, delay variations and loss rates) within the

network.

The cells that are lost in an ATM network can be divided into three catego-

ries depending on the cause for cell loss. The three possible causes of cell losses

are: errors in transmission; insufficient buffers at an ATM switch; and lateness of

cell arrival at the destination. Since errors in transmission cannot be controlled,

and the cells lost because of delays can be limited in number by bounding delays,

we restrict our attention to guaranteeing a bound on the rate of the losses due to

buffer overflows in switches. 

Thus, the problem of guaranteed performance communication can be

solved if we can design a scheme that bounds the queueing delays and the num-

ber of cells lost due to buffer overflows in the switches. A brief description of the
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work previously done in this area is given below.

1.3 Previous Work

Because of the long propagation delays involved in BISDN networks, pre-

dictive solutions, which reserve resources at connection establishment, are most

suitable. A number of solutions have been proposed that can be used to provide

these QOS guarantees. The list given below, while by no means exhaustive, cov-

ers most of the important ideas that have been proposed so far. Some of the work

has been done in the realm of conventional packet-switching networks, but we

have included it since it can be easily adapted to the ATM world as well.

1.3.1 Virtual clock

The virtual clock paradigm, proposed by Lixia Zhang [Zhang 89], attempts

to reserve an average bandwidth for connections in a packet switching environ-

ment. For each connection, a virtual clock counter is maintained which

progresses so as to allow one packet to be transmitted by the switch at every vir-

tual clock tick. Any ticks not used to send a packet are wasted; thus a connection

cannot remain silent for long periods and attempt to use a large amount of band-

width subsequently. Channels with different bandwidths have their virtual clocks

ticking at different rates. However, the solution does not provide for traffic with

throughput requirements that can vary with time, and does not deal with any per-

formance parameters except for throughput. Although delay bounds could be pro-

vided, they would generally tend to be rather loose.2

2. A slight modification of the virtual clock scheme leads to the scheme of fair queueing
[Demers 89].
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1.3.2 Stop-and-go queueing

Stop-and-go queueing [Golestani 90] deals with essentially smooth traffic,

that is traffic restricted to sending only a fixed number of packets in a network

wide fixed interval of time called a frame3. At each node in the network, packets

arriving during a frame are stored (stopped) until the start of the next frame and

sent (allowed to go) whenever the next frame starts. Connections requiring differ-

ent bandwidths declare different number of packets to be sent in a frame. At each

node, the frame duration serves as an upper bound on the delay that can be

experienced by the packet in that node. The scheme can be extended to one with

multiple frames in the same network.

Stop and go queueing has the nice property that the end-to-end delay vari-

ation of a packet is never more than the frame size a connection chooses. How-

ever, a connection requiring a smaller delay or delay variation will have to be

allocated higher bandwidth. This relationship between bandwidth and delay

makes the scheme unattractive for low-delay low-bandwidth applications such as

sound. The same frame durations must be used in the entire network; so the

frame durations cannot be changed. It is not obvious how to make a good choice

of frame durations.

1.3.3 Hierarchical round robin

Hierarchical round robin (HRR) [Kalmanek 90] is a hybrid between fair

queueing and stop-and-go queueing. Like stop-and-go queueing, it has a number

of frames with different durations which serve two purposes: (1) rate allocation

3. The frame in Stop-and-go queueing differs somewhat from the frame in Section 1.2.1
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and (2) delay bounding. Connections at each level (i.e., with the same frame

duration) are served by a round robin scheduler. Although the scheme suffers

from the same disadvantages as stop-and-go queueing, the multi-level imple-

mentation is claimed to be simpler. 

1.3.4 The DASH resource model

The DASH project [Anderson 90] attempts to provide performance guaran-

tees in a distributed operating system by resource reservation (assuming the net-

work can support such guarantees), and can be extended naturally to do the

same in a network. The characterization of traffic adopted by the DASH approach

can be used to provide for limited amounts of burstiness, but the network allo-

cates only the average bandwidth in a fashion similar to the virtual clock mecha-

nism. Delay guarantees are also made which take into account the burstiness of

the incoming traffic streams.

The DASH resource model can be considered as a step in the right direc-

tion, but fails to address many important issues such as the variation in the traf-

fic’s burstiness from node to node, the accumulation of delay variation, and the

provision of loss-rate guarantees. 

1.3.5 Real-time channels

A real-time channel, as defined in [Ferrari 90], is a simplex connection

between a sender and a receiver. It has traffic and performance attributes asso-

ciated with it. The traffic characterization consists of a minimum and average

inter-packet interval, while the performance attributes may specify a bound on

end-to-end delays4 [Ferrari 90a], a bound on end-to-end delay variation
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[Verma 91], or a bound on the maximum packet loss rate [Ferrari 90c]. To the best

of our knowledge, real-time channel is the only abstraction which provides all the

important performance parameters, accounts for the change in the traffic charac-

teristics from node to node, and does not involve fixing any network-wide frames. 

The only drawback of real-time channels (in their original formulation) is

that they require a deadline-based scheduling policy in the switches. It is not clear

if this deadline based scheduling policy can be implemented at high speeds in

practical networks. This thesis will attempt to provide guarantees similar to those

offered by real-time channels, extend upon the real-time channel work, and

explore the guarantees that can be provided in the absence of a complex dead-

line-based scheduler.

1.3.6 The class related rule

The class related rule solution [Gallassi 89] assumes that traffic can be

specified or categorized into a number of homogeneous traffic types, connections

of each type having similar bandwidth and burstiness characteristics. The maxi-

mum number of connections that can be supported in this manner for a given

quality of service can be determined by simulation (or analysis in some cases). In

order to deal with heterogeneous traffic [Gallassi 90], an interpolation method is

used which can determine when it is safe to accept a new connection.

The approach suffers from the problems involved in determining the inter-

esting classes of service and selecting the appropriate heuristic to interpolate

4. The delay bounds may be deterministic or statistical. In the latter case, the delay bound is met
with a certain probability greater than a given value.
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between different classes.

1.3.7 Other works

There are a number of other papers that have addressed the problem of

resource allocation in ATM networks. A solution similar to the class related rule

uses the concept of virtual bandwidth [Akhtar 87]. Resource allocation at multiple

levels, namely the connection level, the burst level, and the cell level have also

been proposed [Hui 88]. A simple admission control rule for admitting bursty traf-

fic is mentioned in [Esaki 90] and [Todorova 90b]. In the realm of packet-switching

networks, the concepts of flows [Comer 89] and the Magnet-II network architec-

ture proposed in [Lazar 90] deserve to be mentioned. However, none of these

works address the problem of verifying the contract made at the channel estab-

lishment time, nor do they propose a way to take into account the changes in the

burstiness of traffic within the network. A complete solution to the problem of

resource allocation must address these issues as well.

1.4 The Sub-areas of the Problem

The sequence of operations that are to be carried out by the client and net-

work entities in order to obtain guaranteed performance communication can be

broken down into the following sub-areas: (1) signing of a contract between the

client and the network; (2) translating the client-network contract into a contract

for each node along the path; (3) developing a scheme to enforce the respective

portions of the contract by the client and the network; and (4) developing a

scheme that the client or the network can use to verify if its counterpart is obeying

the contract. Within each category, we can break the problem down into three dis-
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tinct components, a component dealing with conventional network communica-

tion, a component describing the obligations of the communicating clients, and a

component describing the obligations of the network. In the next sub-sections, we

describe each of the four sub-areas, and finally present a summary of our

approach to the problem in Table 1-1.

1.4.1 Specification of contract

Before the actual communication begins, the network entity and the client

entity sign a contract. The contract has three major components:

(C1) Destination: The client entity declares which of the other client entities

it wishes to communicate with.

(C2) Traffic Specification: This part of the contract states the characteris-

tics of the traffic that will be carried on the channel to be established. The sending

client entity has the onus of ensuring that this part of the contract is kept. 

(C3) Performance Specification: This part of the contract states the net-

work performance desired by the client entity for the channel being established.

It is the onus of the network entity to ensure that this part of the contract is kept

for all established channels.

1.4.2 Mapping the contract to the network

The contract signed between the client entity and the network entity is glo-

bal or end-to-end in the sense that it does not depend on the topology or proper-

ties of the actual network. The contract is global, since the client is only worried
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about getting data across to its peer at the other end of the network, is making

promises about his data traffic only at the client-network interface, and is only

interested in the end-to-end performance that it will obtain. In order to provide

guaranteed performance communication, we need to map the client-network con-

tract into network-dependent node-specific contracts. For the three different

areas of the contract, the following operations have to be performed.

(C1) The client-network contract only specifies the end-points of the com-

munication. The mapping process involves selecting a route through the network.

Thus the “global” contract, which requires carrying data between the two end-

points, is mapped into a series of “local” contracts for carrying data on a particular

link along a selected route or path.

(C2) The client-network contract only states the traffic characteristics at the

point where traffic enters the network. At other points in the network, for example

at a node downstream along the path of a channel, the traffic characteristics may

be different from the original traffic characteristics. The mapping operation has to

account for these changes, either by devising a new characterization or by taking

actions that restore the original traffic characteristics at all nodes along the path

of a connection. 

(C3) The client-network contract only states the end-to-end performance

requirements of the client. This contractual obligation is mapped into per-node

performance requirements along the path.

Notice that this mapping operation does not require any interaction

between the client and the network. Thus, the network entity may decide to
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change this mapping anytime as long as it is able to meet its obligations towards

the clients.

1.4.3 Mechanism to satisfy contract

Both the client and the network need a mechanism ensuring that they can

meet the obligations of the contract they have signed. An algorithm is needed to

ensure that all the three areas of the contract are adhered to.

(C1) A scheme is required which ensures that all data from the sending cli-

ent is addressed properly to the destination and is handled appropriately by all the

nodes along the path.

(C2) The client needs to have a regulatory algorithm which ensures that it

does not send traffic into the network at a rate higher than what it promised in the

contract.

(C3) The node needs to have a scheme which allows it to provide the per-

formance guarantees it committed to when the client-network contract was made.

The scheme would consist of at least two components:

I. A set of admission control rules, which enable any node in the network

to decide whether it can accept and meet the requirements of a new contract.

II. A scheduling mechanism, which enables each node in the network to

meet the required performance bounds of all the clients whose contracts have

been accepted.
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1.4.4 Verification of the contract

In a general network environment, the client and the network entities may

not trust one another. Thus, we also need the following algorithms:

(C1) A scheme that the sending client may use to verify that the receiver

is indeed receiving the data transmitted by the sender. Similarly, the network

needs a scheme to verify that the client is not trying to clandestinely send to some

destination not mentioned in the contract. 5

(C2) A scheme that the network may use to verify that the client is not

cheating on the traffic contract and sending data into the network at rates higher

than what it promised. 

(C3) A scheme that the sending and receiving clients may use to verify that

the network is actually providing the performance that was agreed upon in the

contract. 

The reader will have noticed that these four sub-areas contain problems

that need to be solved for the three components of the contract. Component (C1)

corresponds to the problem of providing a connection oriented service in a gen-

eral network. The problems in this area can be solved in a number of ways (for

example using the abstraction of virtual circuits [Tanenbaum 88]). In this thesis,

we assume that a solution to this problem already exists and will not discuss it any

further. 

5. In non real-time communication (that is, communication that does not need performance guar-
antees), an explicit contract is not required. In these cases, we assume that an implicit contract with
very weak conditions has been signed and is being used for such communication.
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Component (C2) deals with the problem of traffic specification, while com-

ponent (C3) deals with the problem of performance guarantees. This thesis will

attempt to provide a solution to the problems in all the four sub-areas 6 in these

two components of the contract. We first look at the issues in traffic specification

and then deal with analogous problems for performance guarantees.

1.5 Thesis Organization

Having identified the different sub-areas in the resource allocation prob-

lem, we now present the organization of this thesis, and how we address the

problems in each of the sub-areas. 

The thesis consists of 5 chapters. The first chapter introduces the problem

and the last one summarizes the results of our investigation. Chapters 2-4

address the different areas that we have sketched in Section 1.4. Our approach

to the problem of predictive resource allocation and the different chapters of the

thesis that address specific sub-areas are shown in Table 1-1.

Chapter 1 (this chapter) introduces the problem, specifies the network

environment we assume and explores related work in the area. It also presents

an overview of the different sub-areas that need to be explored, and describes the

organization of the thesis.

Chapter 2  discusses various traffic specification models that can be used

for predictive resource allocation. These models must allow us to specify a wide

variety of traffic types, yet be simple enough to allow the detection of any cheating

6. The four sub-areas are the ones outlined in Sections 1.4.1-1.4.4. 
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or malfunctioning on the part of the network’s clients. Moreover, simpler traffic

specifications are easier to analyze, and enable us to (more easily) determine the

resource usage of a connection in advance. In this chapter, we survey several

alternative models that can be used for traffic specification, narrow the choice

down to two models, and compare these two models. For each of these two mod-

els, we also present an algorithm which will allow a client entity to adhere to its

part of the contract. 

Chapter 3  discusses the mapping operation in the area of traffic specifica-

tion. In general, traffic on a connection may change its characteristics due to net-

work fluctuations along the path of a connection. We determine whether this

(1) Specification Addressing Issues

(solutions exist)

Which menu of QOS 
should be provided?

Chapter 4

Which traffic model to 
use?

Chapter 2

(2) Mechanism Communication 
Abstraction

(solutions exist)

How can the network 
provide required 

QOS?

Chapter 4

How to make traffic 
conform to the model?

Chapter 2

(3) Mapping Routing Issues.

(solutions exist)

How to map end-to-
end performance to 

per-node perfor-
mance?

Chapter 4

How do traffic parame-
ters change in net-

work?

Chapter 3

(4) Verification Authentication, 
Acknowledgments

(solutions exist)

How to verify whether 
network has the prom-

ised performance?

Chapter 4

How to verify whether 
client is obeying the 

model?

Chapter 3

(C1)

Conventional

 Contract 

(C3)

 Performance

Contract

(C2)

Traffic

Contract 

Table 1-1.Sub-areas in the problem of predictive resource allocation
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change in traffic characteristics is significant, and propose a solution that allows

us to preserve the input traffic specification at all nodes along the network. A

scheme that can be used by the network entity to verify whether the client is

adhering to its part of the traffic contract is also proposed.

 Chapter 4  discusses the problem of performance specification. A number

of possible QOS menus that can be offered by the network under different circum-

stances are presented. We determine which of these menus make sense under

different network and application assumptions. We examine three different

menus of QOS services that can be offered by the network. We also analyze the

different schemes that can be used to map the end-to-end performance obliga-

tions into per-node performance obligations. Finally, scheduling policies and

admission control criteria that are best suited for each QOS menu are proposed

and their performance studied by means of analysis and simulation. 

Chapter 5  discusses the strengths and weaknesses of out approach. In

this chapter, we summarize our conclusions from this investigation, and explore

avenues for further research. One area which we have not explored fully in our

work is the verification of the performance contract by the client (see Table 1-1).

Chapter 5 presents a summary of the different possible approaches that might be

taken in this field.
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Chapter 2: The Traffic Contract-I: 
Specification and Mechanism

2.1 Introduction

The notion of traffic contract was introduced in Chapter 1. In this chapter,

we look at the description of the traffic by the client, examine the different issues

involved in traffic specification, and explore the different possible solutions to this

problem.

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section (Section 2.2), we

look at the desirable properties of a good traffic specification model. In

Section 2.3, we survey some of the different traffic models that can be used by

the clients to characterize their traffic. Having selected the appropriate traffic

model, each client needs to determine the parameters of the model that best

describes its traffic. Section 2.4 develops an algorithm that can help clients to

choose these parameters. The next section, Section 2.5 describes the design of

a leaky-bucket that the clients can use to regulate the flow of data into the network

(this is the mechanism for the traffic contract). Finally, Section 2.6 develops a

method which can be used to compare the different traffic models to be used for

guaranteed performance communication. In Section 2.7, this method is applied to

two of the models described in Section 2.3, and the choice of a traffic model for

the thesis is made. 
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2.2 Issues in Traffic Specification

Since we are adopting a predictive solution to the QOS problem (see Sec-

tion 1.1), the specification must describe the traffic as accurately as possible.

Moreover, the resources allocated to different channels and the performance

guarantees made to them would depend on the specifications declared by all the

clients using the network. Some of the clients may be cheating, and can poten-

tially jeopardize the performance guarantees made to other clients. Thus any traf-

fic specification should have the following desirable properties: 

(1)  Representativity: the specification must be representative of the traffic.

Thus, it should represent reasonably well the behavior of the traffic over an

extended period of time. If the traffic specification is not representative, it can lead

us to one of two undesirable situations: either we reserve more resources than

the channel can possibly use, or the resources allocated are not sufficient to pro-

vide the performance required by the client. The latter is, of course, worse than

the former.

(2)  Verifiability: the network must be able to verify whether a client is obey-

ing its promised traffic specification or not. This is essential because a misbehav-

ing client can potentially ruin the performance of the network for everyone. The

network must be able to detect violations and take appropriate measures in these

situations.

(3)   Preservability: the traffic characteristics of any channel may change

as we move along its path. Thus, the amount of resources allocated to a channel

may be different at different nodes along the path. The network must be able to
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either preserve the same traffic characteristics from node to node or account for

this change in traffic characteristics.

(4)  Usability: the specification must be usable in admission control tests

and resource allocation computations without a large overhead. A description

which satisfies all the other criteria mentioned in this section, but does not allow

simple resource allocation schemes, is useless for our purposes. Usability also

requires that clients be able to easily state their traffic requirements by using the

specification. 

(5)  Efficiency: For a given set of channels, the use of different traffic spec-

ification models can result in predicting different bounds for their performance.

Given two traffic specifications, we would prefer to use one which allows a larger

number of channels to be established, while still satisfying the same set of perfor-

mance requirements. As a corollary, the specification should allow for statistical

multiplexing, if permitted by the performance requirements of the clients.

Theoretically, a full characterization of the traffic could be given by the cli-

ent by specifying the exact times (measured from some reference point like the

time the channel will be established) of cell arrivals on its channel. Equivalently,

the client could specify the inter arrival times between consecutive cells. This

would imply specifying a series of variables X1,... Xi.... XN, where N is the total

number of cells transmitted on the channel, Xi (for i > 1) is the interval between

the ith cell and the i-1th cell, and X1 is the interval between the channel establish-

ment time and the sending of the first cell. In a long-lasting channel, N can be a

very large number, and a full specification, while representative, verifiable and
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preservable, is not usable. This is so because many applications will not be able

to predict the exact inter arrival times for the exact sequence of cells they will be

generating, and, even if they could, specifying the whole stream would be imprac-

tical.Thus, we need a more concise description of the traffic, one that could be

used by the clients. 

A concise description may allow us to predict some global properties of the

X-series, for instance, a bound on its mean and variance. At the same time, it may

specify the correlation between consecutive members of the X-series as well. In

the next section, we look at some simple models that have been proposed in the

literature and examine their suitability with respect to the criteria mentioned

above.

2.3 Different Traffic Models

In this section, we will look at some of the common traffic specification

models that are found in the literature, and evaluate how they meet the criteria

mentioned in Section 2.2. 

2.3.1 Probabilistic models

A large number of papers, especially among those taking a queueing anal-

ysis approach, assume that the traffic pattern can be described by means of a

probability distribution function. In other words, the cell inter arrival times are inde-

pendent, identically distributed random variables drawn from some probability

distribution. The simplest and most common of such distributions is the Poisson

distribution, which has a number of “nice” properties that permit closed-form solu-
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tions to many problems. However, the Poisson model may not be very represen-

tative of traffic on a single channel [Gusella 90].

Other, more sophisticated models, based on the theory of Markov chains

or of renewal processes [Wolff 90] can also be used. The more sophisticated

models are somewhat more difficult to analyze, but in general can better approx-

imate real-world situations. An example of this approach can be found in [Ferran-

diz 91]. With a sufficiently complex model, one can mimic the real traffic pattern

of any client sufficiently well. 

Among the criteria listed in Section 2.2, these models satisfy those of effi-

ciency, representativity and usability. However, they do not seem to satisfy the cri-

teria of verifiability and preservability; that is, we are not aware of an easy way for

a node to verify whether the clients are actually obeying their promises. Since

some of the clients may be misbehaving, either with malicious intentions, or

because of a failure in their equipment, these models cannot be used in our

approach, where the guarantees to a law-abiding client must be maintained even

if other clients are not fulfilling their promises.

2.3.2 Average rate model

The average rate model [Golestani 90] 1specifies a bound on the average

bandwidth required by a channel over an averaging interval. This could be looked

upon as a window-based mechanism, where at most N cells can be sent in an

averaging interval of length I. Alternatively, we can look upon it as a rate-based

1. This model is also called the (r,T) model, r being the rate of a connection over a time period of
length T. Our notation with different symbols is intended to show the relationship between this
model and the other models introduced later.
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specification, when the average spacing between any two cells is at least a cer-

tain value xave (= I/N) in every interval of length I. Thus, this model provides a

bound on the average throughput required by the client over some averaging

interval. 

The average-rate model is verifiable, preservable and usable. It is able to

represent certain kinds of traffic very well. An example would be uncompressed

digital video where I could be the time to generate a frame of video data, and

where roughly the same number of cells are generated every time-period of

length I. Similarly for digital audio. However, for applications which do not have a

similar characteristic period, the number of cells sent in every period of length I

may have a large variation. In these cases, the model would have to pick the max-

imum of these numbers, and this may result in inefficiencies. Thus, this model

would not be representative of traffic with a highly variable bit-rate, and must be

augmented by models which are representative for traffic patterns with variable

rates or bursts.

2.3.3 Linear bounded model

The linear bounded model [Cruz 87] specifies that the number of cells

transmitted during any time interval on a channel be bounded by a linear function

of the length of the time interval involved. In every time interval of length T, the

number N(T) of cells on the channel must be bounded by

, (2-1)

where xave is the average spacing between cells and B is the burst-size.

N T( ) T
xave

B+≤
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An intuitive explanation of the model is that it assumes that at most B cells can be

transmitted in rapid succession, while a long-term average rate of 1/xave is main-

tained.2 

This model satisfies most of the criteria mentioned in Section 2.2. It is pre-

servable, verifiable and usable. The model may be representative for continuous-

media applications [Anderson 90], and we examine its efficiency in Section 2.6 of

this chapter.

2.3.4  The xmin -xave-I model 

This model [Ferrari 90] characterizes the traffic on a channel by means of

two parameters. The minimum spacing between any two cells must be larger than

or equal to a certain value xmin at all times (this corresponds to the peak rate),

while the average cell spacing in any interval of length I must be larger than or

equal to xave. In this model, burstiness may be expressed as the ratio of xmin to

xave. This model can be seen as a generalization of the peak-rate average-rate

model used for traffic characterization in ATM networks, for example in [Choi 89].

 This model seems to satisfy most of the criteria in Section 2.2. It is simple,

usable, preservable and efficient (in that it allows statistical multiplexing; see

Chapter 4 for details). It can represent certain classes of applications very well,

for example digital voice with long on and off periods. However, the simple formu-

lation may not be able to characterize traffic with a very high degree of variability

in a representative manner. 

2. The actual specification by Cruz uses different terms, but is functionally equivalent to our
description. We have attempted to use the same terms and symbols in the specification of all the
three models we study in this chapter.
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2.3.5 Sophisticated burstiness models

We now look at some models that can represent burstiness in a more

sophisticated fashion. One such model is the characterization of a process by

means of correlations between the inter arrival times at different lags. The whole

process is characterized by means of these correlations, which are normalized to

produce the indices of dispersion [Gusella 90]. 

Another such model looks at the maximum amount of buffering required to

prevent any losses to the arrival process at a constant-rate-first-come-first-served

(FCFS) server [Low 91]. In this scheme, the traffic is described by means of a

curve that shows the maximum amount of buffer space required at different ser-

vice rates for the FCFS server.

Since both these characterizations are based on continuous curves (which

also means they can potentially be more representative of the traffic stream than

the simpler models mentioned in previous sections) rather than a few discrete

parameters, their specification and use are not very easy. Thus, they are not ver-

ifiable or maintainable, but if a predictive resource allocation method using these

specifications can be obtained, such a method would likely be more efficient than

the ones using simpler models. 

Among the three models that meet most of the criteria mentioned in Sec-

tion 2.2, the average rate model is a special case of the xmin-xave-I model (with

the parameter xmin being zero, and xave being ). Therefore, we will discuss only

the xmin-xave-I model and the linear bounded model in the rest of the chapter. 

I
N
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2.4 The Selection of Model Parameters

 Given that we have chosen one of the simple models in the previous sec-

tion as the one to be used for traffic specification, the client has to specify the

parameters of the model to the network. However, if we select the parameters in

a simple-minded manner, we may end up with values that are unduly influenced

by outliers.

For example, let us consider a brief excerpt of a sample traffic trace. The

following are the inter-cell spacings in milliseconds seen on a network link: 324,

10, 66, 7267, 102, 124. If we were using the xmin-xave-I model, we would be

forced to set the value of xmin to the lowest possible value, i.e. 10 milliseconds,

and the network will have to allocate enough resources to handle a cell every 10

milliseconds, even though most of the other inter-cell spacings are much longer.

The same problem can be seen in determining the values of the averaging inter-

val. We would like to specify a value of xmin (or xave and I) which is more repre-

sentative of the traffic stream. How should these values be determined?

If we plot the histogram of inter-cell spacings of a channel, we may obtain

a shape such as shown in Figure 2-1. In general, there may be some small prob-

ability of having an inter-cell spacing close to zero. Since a small inter-cell spacing

may require reserving lot more resources in the network, we would like to impose

a somewhat higher bound on the minimum inter-cell spacing. However, in this

process, we have distorted the input inter-cell interval distribution, ending up with

a new inter-cell interval distribution. Notice also that the choice of the model

parameters does not uniquely determine the new inter-cell interval distribution.

More than one distribution may have the same value of model parameters, but
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the network would reserve the same amount of resources for all of them. Figure

2-2 shows two distributions that have the same value of xmin and xave parameters

according to the xmin-xave-I model. Since they have the same parameters, the

network will reserve the same amount of resources for them.

What would be the ideal new inter-cell interval distribution? From the net-

work’s point of view, the best input distribution would be the one that allows it to

accept the maximum possible number of channels. This would be determined by

the parameters that have been chosen by the clients to characterize their traffic.

In order to understand how the distribution may change, let us take a look

X

Pr(Xi < X)

1.0

0.0

Cut-off point

Figure 2-1 This figure shows the choice of a suitable parameter for a unfriendly traf-
fic pattern. While the minimum inter-cell spacing in the original distribution is close
to 0, one may decide to hold cells that come too close together and space them out
by a certain amount. The cut-off point is chosen so that the probability of this hold-
ing is reasonably small. Notice that this process changes the probability distribution
function (shown by the dotted curve in the figure). In effect, we are converting an
old distribution of inter-cell intervals into a new distribution
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at Figure 2-3. The original (or unregulated) traffic stream (with possibly some cells

with very small inter-cell spacing) is fed into a black-box (called the leaky bucket)

which produces the “regulated” traffic conforming to the chosen model with differ-

ent model parameters.3 The distribution of inter-cell intervals on the regulated

traffic stream is likely to be different from that on the unregulated traffic stream.

From the client’s point of view, the best output distribution would be the one

that provides the client with the least delays or losses in the conversion process.

Notice that there are many possible distributions that correspond to the same

choice of the parameters, and that the client would obviously be interested in one

that minimizes the delay in the process required to convert the old distribution to

the new distribution.

3. We refer to the original traffic stream as the unregulated traffic stream and the output of the leaky
bucket as the regulated traffic stream.

xmin xave 

Pr(X =x)

x

Figure 2-2 The same set of parameters can correspond to several possible distri-
butions of the inter-cell intervals. The two curves shown in the figure have the same
peak and average values but still differ considerably. 
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There are some properties that must hold true for the conversion process.

Since cells can only be sent out after they are received, the conversion process

is restricted to holding cells. The holding of cell i will increase the spacing between

the ith and the i-1th cell, but will tend to decrease the spacing between the ith and

the i+1th cells. Furthermore, we will confine our attention to on-line conversion

processes. This means that the holding time of the ith cell will be determined only

by the past inter arrival times (cells 1 to i - 1), and not by the inter arrival times of

future cells. 

Given certain values of parameters, and a history of inter-cell intervals, the

traffic models impose a constraint on the time when the next cell can be sent. If

cells have been sent out at inter-cell spacings of X1,... Xn, then the models

enforce the rule that the next cell can only be sent out after an interval

Xk+1 = fk+1(X1,...Xk). The function fk+1 for the xmin-xave-I model is given by equa-

Receiver

Sender

Leaky Bucket Network

Unregulated
Traffic

Regulated
Traffic

Figure 2-3 :Configuration of the leaky-bucket experiments. 
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tion (2-2), and for the linear bounded model by equation (2-3).4

(2-2)

(2-3)

Both these functions5 depend on the past history of the inter-cell intervals,

through the sum of past inter arrival times. Furthermore, these functions decrease

as the sum of the past inter arrival times increases. 

A greedy conversion process is one that will transmit a cell as soon as the

model parameters allow it to do so. Thus, a greedy algorithm converts the original

inter-cell interval series X1... Xn into a new series Y1,...Yn which is defined by 

(2-4)

(2-5)

Equation (2-5) has two components, one making sure that the output

stream Y1,...Yn obeys the model, and the other component ensuring that a cell is

never transmitted before it is generated in the original inter-cell interval distribu-

tion. 

We now prove:

4. For a proof of correctness of these equations, refer to Section 2.5 .
5. x+ = max(x, 0). 

fk 1+ X1 ...Xk,( ) max xmin I xi
i k=

k I
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−
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Theorem 1: Given either of the two models described above and the val-

ues of its parameters, the greedy conversion algorithm minimizes the maximum

delay experienced by any cell during an on-line conversion process.

Proof: Suppose a better on-line conversion algorithm exists which results

in a lower delay for the nth cell. Let the incoming cell stream be characterized by

X1... Xn. Let the greedy algorithm convert the input stream into the sequence

Y1,...Yn. Since we are looking at on-line algorithms, only these values are of inter-

est. Let the new algorithm (supposed to be better than the greedy one) convert

the input sequence into Z1,... Zn with a smaller maximum delay. Let k be the

smallest index where the greedy algorithm’s sequence and the new algorithm’s

sequence differ. In this case, we clearly will have , since we cannot trans-

fer a cell to the output earlier than allowed by the greedy algorithm. Now consider

an algorithm which can transfer the cells according to the sequence Y1,....Yk,Z-

k+1+(Zk - Yk),...Zn.

Let us see whether this sequence is allowed by our model (that is, we have

to show that for the xmin-xave-I model no cell in a sequence is sent closer than the

minimum permitted spacing and that the average spacing is also maintained; sim-

ilarly for the linear bounded model). This can be done by verifying that equations

(2-2) and (2-3) are valid for the new sequence. There is no problem with the first

k inter-cell intervals. Consider the possibility of a violation of the model parame-

ters for higher indices. Noticing that the two functions mentioned in equations (2-

2) and (2-3) depend only on the sum of inter arrival times, we can end up in one

of two cases, i.e., when the sum (that is the term  in equation (2-5)) involves

the kth term and when it does not. When it does, the value of the right-hand-side

Zk Yk≥

Yj∑
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of the equation remains unchanged since we are increasing the next inter-cell

interval by exactly the same amount that we decreased the kth inter-cell interval.

Thus, the new sequence is allowed by the model. Otherwise, we have increased

the value of the sum, and both equations (2-2) and (2-3) allow us to transfer cells

at a smaller spacing, so the new sequence is still allowed by our model. The pro-

cess can be repeated for higher values of k till we obtain the same sequence as

in the greedy algorithm, which will have a delay not larger than the optimal one.

By induction on n, we can show that a better on-line algorithm cannot exist

for any finite n, and thus the greedy algorithm is the best one (in the sense that

no algorithm better than the greedy one exists) for minimizing the delays in the

conversion process. ❚6 

2.5 Traffic Contract Mechanism: The Leaky Bucket

Given that we know the optimal on-line algorithm (in the sense that it min-

imizes the delays experienced by the cells of the original traffic stream) for con-

verting any arbitrary traffic stream into a traffic stream obeying the xmin-xave-I

model (or the linear bounded model), we now provide a detailed description of the

optimal on-line algorithm for both of the models.

We shall refer to this operation as the leaky-bucket conversion, since it is

very similar in principle to the concept of leaky bucket as used in the literature, for

example [Turner 86]. We would like to draw the reader’s attention to the fact that

leaky bucket is the mechanism that the client can use to ensure that its traffic flow-

6. The theorem holds for both the models since both equations (2-2) and (2-3) depend only on the
sum of inter arrival times. This allows us to decrease the inter arrival times of consecutive packets
to the extent permitted by the greedy algorithm without violating the model parameters.
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ing into the network conforms to the terms of the traffic contract. 

2.5.1 Leaky bucket for the  xmin -xave-I model

 We first provide the algorithm to perform the leaky-bucket conversion for

the xmin-xave-I model. According to this model, no two cells can be sent closer

than the minimum spacing xmin, and the average rate over any interval of length

I must be at least xave. Equivalently, any consecutive  cells must together

span a total time interval no less than I:

 (2-6)

From equation (2-6) and the xmin constraint, it follows that we cannot send

cells more frequently than at the intervals specified by equation (2-2). 

If our original stream is X1, X2,... , and we wish to convert it into a regulated

stream Y1, Y2,...(using the leaky bucket configuration described in Figure 2-3)

which obeys the xmin-xave-I model for some value of these parameters, we can

execute the algorithm described in Figure 2-4. The algorithm consists of two rou-

tines, initialization  and per_cell_operation . The former is used to ini-

tialize the state of a newly created channel, while the latter is called whenever a

new cell is received. The important term being computed by per_cell_opera-

tion  is cell_eligib_time , the instant when the cell can be shipped safely.

The history mechanism keeps the sum of the most recent  inter-cell inter-

vals, and is needed to ensure that the average-rate guarantees are not violated

at any time. The number of operations to be performed per cell is a constant. 

I
xave

k∀( ) Xi
i k=
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int b = fllor(I/x ave );
TIME history[b+1];
int hist_start;
int hist_end;
TIME hist_sum;
TIME y_clock, cell_eligib_time;

initialization()
{

int i;

for (i=0;i<=b;i++){
history[i] = infinity;

}
hist_sum = b*infinity;
hist_start = 0;
hist_end = b;
y_clock = clock;

}

per_cell_operation(clock)
{

TIME y_i, this_time;

this_time = max((y_clock - clock), 0.0);
y_i = max(y_clock,clock) - prev_dep;

hist_sum = y_i + hist_sum - history[hist_start];
hist_start = (hist_start + 1)% (b+1);
history[hist_end] = y_i;
hist_end = (hist_end + 1)% (b+1);
y_clock = max(clock,y_clock) + max(I-hist_sum,x_min);
cell_eligib_time = clock + this_time;

}

Figure 2-4 The algorithm for converting a unregulated stream into a stream obeying the xmin-
xave-I model. per_cell_operation  is called whenever a new cell is received and it returns
pkt_eligib_time , the instant when the cell can be shipped safely. Note that the conversion
process assumes that the model parameters are given at initialization time. The history mech-
anism is needed to ensure that the average-rate guarantees are not violated at any time. The
variable y_clock  stores the smallest possible time when the next cell can be sent out, and is
updated every time a new cell is received. The algorithm is presented for a single channel.
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As far as the client is concerned, it may use any values of the parameters

(i.e., any values of I, xave and xmin) that result in a low conversion delay. However,

since the client might be charged for the resources it would be consuming, it

would be better for the client to choose the smallest possible value of I and the

largest possible values of xave and xmin that will not make conversion delays intol-

erably large. The delay actually involved in the conversion process will depend on

the original traffic stream and on the value of the parameters chosen for the reg-

ulated process. Let us define representative values for the original traffic stream

as those values chosen for the parameters of the xmin-xave-I model that result in

a “small delay” in the greedy conversion process described by Figure 2-4. Let us

also define 7 small delay as an average conversion delay less than the average

inter-cell interval in the original stream.

Section 2.7 presents the representative values of the parameters of the

xmin-xave-I model for a Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP process). 8

2.5.2 Leaky bucket for linear bounded model

To construct a leaky bucket for the linear bounded model, we can adopt a

strategy similar to that adopted in the previous section. According to this model,

the number of cells sent during an interval of time T is bounded by equation (2-

1). Suppose that T is the time period between the arrival of the k+1th and the k-

jth cells. In that case,

7. The motivation for choosing this definition of small delay is that, in this case, we would only
expect one buffer to be used on the average for the leaky bucket algorithm.
8. The details of the MMPP process are described in that section. 
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 , (2-7)

and, since j+1 cells have arrived in this period, we see that condition (2-1) is

equivalent to:

. (2-8)

A sufficient condition for this to hold always is 

, (2-9)

where we have eliminated the floor operator. A simple transformation shows that

this is equivalent to 

. (2-10)

Equation (2-10) provides a lower bound on the value of Xk+1. This leads to

equation (2-3), and we can devise a leaky bucket similar to the one described in

the previous section. This leaky-bucket algorithm is shown in Figure 2-5. The

algorithm is structured in the same manner as that of Figure 2-4, with a routine for

initialization and a routine to be invoked on the arrival of every cell. However, the

reader will notice that, in this algorithm, the value of the lower bound on the time

of the next expected cell depends on the entire history of the cell stream (because
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the lower bound on Xk+1 in this model depends on the maximum value of equation

(2-10) for all j < k, which requires keeping the summation of inter arrival times for

all values of j), and it may not be economically possible to store the entire history

TIME history[];
int count;

initialization()
{

y_clock = clock;
}

per_cell_operation(i,x_i)
int i;
TIME x_i;
{

this_time = max(y_clock - clock, 0.0);
y_i = max(y_clock,clock) - prev_dep;
history[i] = y_i;

max_val = sum = 0.0;
for(j=0;j<i; j++) {

max_val = max(max_val, (j + 1 -b) * x_ave - sum);
sum += history[i - j];

}
history[i] = y_clock - prev_dep;
prev_dep = y_clock;
y_clock = max(y_clock, clock) + max_val;
pkt_eligib_time = clock + this_time;

}

Figure 2-5 : The algorithm for converting an unregulated stream into a stream obeying the
linear bounded model. per_cell_operation  is called whenever a new cell is received
and it returns pkt_eligib_time , the instant when the cell can be shipped safely. The
conversion process assumes that the model parameters are given at initialization time. The
whole history of the stream is needed to ensure that the average-rate guarantees are not
violated at any time. The variable y_clock  stores the smallest possible time when the
next cell can be shipped out, and is updated every time a new cell is received
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of long-lasting cell streams.

Thus, we must devise a separate leaky-bucket mechanism for this traffic

model. We may decrease the complexity in implementation by using slightly

higher bandwidth for the traffic, and use a credit-based scheme to regulate the

traffic according to this model. 

In the credit-based scheme, we start with a certain number of credits in a

credit pool (see Figure 2-6). The client is permitted to send cells whenever there

is a credit in the pool. Credits increase at an average rate of one per xave time

units, but at most B credits are allowed to be present in the pool. 

If we use this credit-based scheme, the average rate of credit generation

has to be slightly higher than the long-term average rate of the original traffic

stream. However, the scheme does not require to store all the history, and thus

can be used in practical networks. We can define representative values of xave

Cell Queue

Credit Pool 

Unregulated Stream

Credit Stream

Regulated Stream

Figure 2-6 : The modified leaky bucket for the linear bounded model. In this leaky
bucket scheme, a number of credits are kept in a credit pool. A cell may be trans-
ferred if there is a credit present in the credit pool. The transfer of a cell destroys
one credit. Credits are generated at regular intervals, but the total number of credits
in the queue cannot exceed the burst-size parameter of the linear bounded model. 
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and B for the original traffic stream in a manner analogous to that in Section 2.5.1. 

Section 2.7 presents the conversion delays involved in the case of a simple

Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) and the linear bounded model.

2.6 A Comparison of The Two Models

We compare the two models, the xmin-xave-I model and the linear bounded

model, on the basis of their efficiency, that is the amount of network resources that

are required by identical traffic patterns with identical performance constraints

using the two different models. 9Since statistical multiplexing is not allowed (to the

best of our knowledge) by the linear bounded model, we consider only the case

of deterministic10 performance guarantees.

The experiments we will conduct are described in Figure 2-7. An unregu-

lated traffic stream is fed into a leaky bucket which converts it into one of the two

models. It is then fed into a simple network consisting of N queueing nodes in

series.

In order to compare the two different traffic models, we consider a set of

channel establishment requests. All the requests are identical, in the sense that

the traffic pattern on all channels are identical, and all channels have the same

9. The utilization of the network resources depends on the traffic model being used and the admis-
sion control rules that accept channels in the network. The reader will notice that there is a viola-
tion of the modularity of thesis organization in this section, in the sense that the admission control
rules form part of the performance contract mechanism which is only presented later, in Chapter
4. However, a comparison of the utilization of resources is not possible without the admission con-
trol rules, hence we are using very simple versions of these rules, and present the generalized
admission control rules in Chapter 4.
10. By a deterministic guarantee, we mean a guarantee which is to be met without exceptions for
all cells on a channel.
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end-to-end delay requirements. The network tries to accept as many channels as

possible using simple admission control rules for both models.

The end-to-end delay requirement D for a channel can be broken down

into two components; the first (Dc) deals with the conversion delay involved in

transforming the unregulated traffic stream into a regulated traffic stream obeying

either of the two models, and the other component (Dn) is the delay to be experi-

enced in the network. The number of channels that can be accepted by the net-

work depends on the model parameters chosen and on the network component

of the delay bound. For a channel that traverses N nodes in a network, the net-

work component of the delay can be broken into a delay at each node (dn), which

may be obtained by the relationships 

, (2-11)

. (2-12)

Figure 2-7 : The experiment for comparing the two traffic models. A number of clients generat-
ing unregulated traffic streams tried to establish as many channels as possible through a node
by using the different traffic models. The original traffic stream was converted into the regulated
traffic stream by the use of leaky buckets, and simple admission control tests used to determine
how many channels to accept. The network consisted of N queueing nodes in cascade; the fig-
ure has been drawn for N = 1. 
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Dn D Dc−=
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N
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Instead of fixing the conversion delays arbitrarily, we considered the num-

ber of channels that the use of each model could successfully establish for a

given delay bound D. We took, as the performance index for a model, the maxi-

mum number of channels that can be established with the choice of any value of

Dc. This number serves as an upper bound for the number of channels that the

model can support with a given input traffic and a given delay bound.

 The simple admission control rules used to limit channel establishment

are described below. We assumed that the service time of a cell in a node and for

all channels in the network is a fixed constant t. 

For the xmin-xave-I model, channels through a node were accepted subject

to the constraints: 

, (2-13)

. (2-14)

 For the linear bounded model, channels were accepted subject to the fol-

lowing constraints: 

, (2-15)

. (2-16)

The admission control tests are simplified versions of the tests using

admission control schemes described in [Ferrari 90a] and [Andrews 89]. The sim-

plifications are a result of the fact that all channels are identical, in the sense that

t
xmin i,i
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t
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they have the same traffic and performance parameters at every node.

Simulation results obtained for the purpose of comparing the two models

are described in Section 2.7. The results will show that the xmin-xave-I model

accepts more channels than the linear bounded model when the delay con-

straints are relatively tight, while the two models accept almost the same number

of channels in other cases. 

2.7 Simulation Results 

In this section, we describe the results of the simulation experiments per-

formed to study the conversion delays for the two models and the comparison as

described in Section 2.6. The results depend on the distribution of the unregu-

lated traffic chosen for simulations. In our study, we used a number of different

distributions, but will only describe the results of a simple MMPP traffic model in

detail. The results using other traffic distributions are similar in nature to those that

will be presented.

2.7.1 Workload 

The unregulated traffic for our simulations was generated from a 2-state

MMPP model. In order to generate a process with a mean inter-cell interval equal

to xave, the first state had inter-cell intervals distributed exponentially with mean

0.5xave, while the second state had inter-cell intervals distributed exponentially

with mean 1.5xave. The probability of transition from one state to the other was

0.2 in both states (see Figure 2-8).
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2.7.2 Leaky-bucket delays

We now present the leaky-bucket delays for the MMPP process described

in Figure 2-8 according to the   xmin-xave-I model and the linear bounded model,

respectively. By leaky-bucket delays we mean the delays experienced by an

unregulated MMPP process during its conversion to a traffic stream regulated

according to the xmin-xave-I model using the algorithm described in Figure 2-4, or

to the linear bounded model using the algorithm in Figure 2-6.

For the xmin-xave-I model, the delays in the conversion process depend on

the values of the three parameters chosen. The average delays involved in the

conversion process are shown in Figure 2-9. The first graph shows the delays

involved when the xave parameter was chosen to be 40% less than that of the

original stream11, while the second graph shows the same for a factor of 60%. Dif-

ferent values of xmin were used for both the values of xave. Notice that the con-

version delays can be reduced further by increasing the bandwidth (reducing

11. The parameter of a regulated traffic must be lower than that of the original stream. Otherwise,
the delays in the conversion process can not be bounded. Because of the high burstiness of the
MMPP process chosen, we have to trade-off delays with bandwidth.

0.2

0.2

0.8
0.8 

mean = 0.5 xave mean = 1.5 xave

Figure 2-8 The model used for generating unregulated traffic on a channel.
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xave) or else by increasing the value of I. Recall from Section 2.5.1 that a repre-

sentative value assignment of the parameters for the MMPP process would be

any combination of xmin, xave and I that satisfies the constraint that the average

delay be less than one average inter-cell interval of the original MMPP process.

In Figure 2-9, we can see that, for an original average inter-cell interval of 100

time units, a representative set of parameter values could be xave = 71 time units,

xmin = 24 time units, and I = 32 * 100 = 3200 time units. 
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Figure 2-9  Average delays involved in regulating the MMPP process of Figure 2-8 into the
xmin-xave-I model. Both axes are normalized with respect to the average inter-cell interval of
the unregulated stream. 
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For the linear bounded model, the average conversion delays are shown

in Figure 2-10. Three curves are shown, the ones for which the value of xave used

was 40%, 60% and 80% lower than that of the original stream. The horizontal axis

shows the burst-size parameter used for the conversion process. In this figure, it

is obvious that the average conversion delays are usually smaller for the linear

bounded model than for the xmin-xave-I model, although there is no direct one-to-

one correspondence between the parameters of the two models. This phenome-

non can be explained by the fact that the linear bounded model allows multiple

back-to-back cells, while the xmin-xave-I model forces a minimum spacing equal

to xmin between these cells, thus resulting in a larger delay in the conversion pro-

cess. Defining a representative value of the parameters as one which results in

an average delay of less than one inter-cell interval, choosing B=8 appears to be

sufficient with an average output bandwidth 40% higher than the original. Thus, a

stream with mean inter-packet time of 100 units would require xave = 71 units and

1 4 7 10 13
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I

Delays
Average Delays for linear bounded model

xave = 0.72

xave = 0.63

xave = 0.56

B 

Figure 2-10 . Average conversion delays for the MMPP process using the linear bounded
model. The vertical axis has been normalized by dividing with the original average inter-
cell interval.
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B = 8.

2.7.3 Comparison results

In order to compare the two models using the method outlined in Section

2.6, we need to bound the maximum delays in the conversion process. Unfortu-

nately, this delay cannot be bounded absolutely since the MMPP process can

have very rapid arrivals one after another. Therefore, we define the notion of the

99th percentile delay, d99, which defines the least possible bound on the delays

experienced by no more than 1% of all the cells in our simulations. 

In order to compare the two models, we examined the number of channels

with identical traffic and performance parameters that can be established using

the two models. We first evaluated the d99 curves for converting the MMPP model

into one of the regulated models by simulating the algorithms described in Figure

2-4 and Figure 2-6. These curves were subsequently used to obtain the conver-

sion delays (Dc)for the MMPP process using either of the two models, and the

available delay bound per node (dn) using equation (2-12). The admission control

rules outlined in Section 2.6 were used to determine the number of channels that

can be established under these conditions. 

In the first series of experiments of this comparison, the conversion delays

with different sets of parameter values were obtained by means of simulation

experiments. One such curve, showing the variation of d99 with I and xmin (when

using the xmin-xave-I model) is shown in Figure 2-11,12 while a similar curve for

12. The delays experienced in the conversion process tend to be high due to the burstiness of the
MMPP process.
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the linear bounded model is shown in Figure 2-12. The curves in Figure 2-11 have

been drawn for a value of xave which is 0.71 times that of the unregulated stream.

Similar curves were also obtained for the cases where xave was 0.625, 0.55 and

0.5 times that of the original inter-cell interval.13

For a MMPP process requiring a certain delay bound D, all possible value

of the conversion delays Dc (less than D) were tried. Corresponding to each of

these values of the conversion delays, we determined the parameters that would

result in these conversion delays using the results of the first series of experi-

ments. As an example, the parameters for the xmin-xave-I model may be obtained

from Figure 2-11, and the parameters for the linear bounded model may be deter-

mined from Figure 2-12). These parameters were used to establish as many

channels as possible using the simple admission control tests mentioned in Sec-

tion 2.6 and a network delay dn
 given by equation (2-12). The maximum number

13. The value of xave for the regulated stream has to be lower than that of the original stream. Oth-
erwise, the values of d99 would depend on the length of the simulation runs.
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Figure 2-11 The maximum conversion delays for the xmin-xave-I model. This curve is drawn
for value of xave. which is 0.71 times that of the original unregulated traffic.
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of channels that could be established for any value of the conversion delays was

thus determined for both the models.

Maximum delay curves for both models were stored in tabular form for dif-

ferent parameter values instead of as continuous curves. The parameters for the

xmin-xave-I model that corresponded to a particular value of conversion delay

were obtained from the xmin-xave-I table. A similar table was used for the linear

bounded model.

The maximum numbers of channels that can be established in this manner

using the two models are shown in Figure 2-13. All channels were assumed to

have an original unregulated average inter-cell interval of 100 units, and the ser-

vice time in the nodes was taken to be one time unit. Thus, at most 100 channels

could be established by any scheme whatsoever. Because of delay constraints,

and the use of higher bandwidths in the regulated streams, the actual number of

accepted channels will be less than 100. 
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Figure 2-12 The maximum delays for conversion of the MMPP process into the regulated
stream using the linear bounded model.
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At low delay requirements, the xmin-xave-I model has some advantage

over the linear bounded model. For example, at an end-to-end delay requirement

of 10 units, it accepts 8 channels as opposed to only 3 for the linear bounded

model; and at a delay of 20, it accepts 18 channels as opposed to 13. If we can

accept N1 channels using the xmin-xave-I model and N2 channels using the linear

bounded model, the relative advantage of the xmin-xave-I model over the linear

bounded model is given by:
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Figure 2-13 Number of channels accepted by both models for the MMPP process with
different delay requirements. At low delay requirements, spacing out the cells in the xmin-
xave-I model yields some advantage over the linear bounded model. At more relaxed
delay requirements, both models perform almost identically. 
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. (2-17)

In Figure 2-13, the relative advantage of the xmin-xave-I model increases

slightly as the path length increases. However, for a single-hop network, there is

no significant difference in performance between the two models at delay require-

ments in excess of 40 time units.

Notice also that, for a single-hop network, both models can only accept

about 70 channels overall; thus, any predictive scheme using these models with

a MMPP process will use only 70% of the network’s bandwidth. The rest of the

bandwidth can be used by traffic not requiring performance guarantees.

Qualitatively similar results were also observed with other kinds of arrival

processes; for example, one in which inter-cell intervals were chosen according

to a Poisson distribution, or one in which the inter-cell intervals were distributed

uniformly between 0 and twice the mean inter-cell interval. 

Thus, the xmin-xave-I model seems to have a slight advantage over the lin-

ear bounded model for delay-sensitive traffic.14 Moreover, this model can be used

to provide statistical guarantees as well. We are not aware of a simple scheme to

extend the linear bounded model to the statistical case. Therefore, we will be

using the xmin-xave-I model in the rest of the thesis for the purpose of providing

performance guarantees. 

14. While simulation studies of this nature can not prove that one model is better than the other,
the better performance of the xmin-xave-I model in the two or three types of distributions that we
tried suggests that it might perform better in other cases as well.

Relative Advantage
N1 N2−

N1 
 =
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Chapter 3: The Traffic Contract-II:
Mapping and Verification

3.1 Introduction

Although we have selected a specific traffic model for the purpose of

resource allocation, which the client will use to specify its traffic characteristics at

channel establishment time, two traffic-related problems remain. The first problem

is the detection of contract violations (either deliberate or unintentional) by a client

(the verification problem). The second problem is that the traffic characteristics of

a channel as declared in the contract are valid only at the interface between the

sender and the network, and may change along the path of the channel (the map-

ping problem). We call it the mapping problem since the variation in the traffic char-

acteristics is dependant on network topology, and we are attempting to map the

traffic contract that is valid at one point in the network (at the sender-network inter-

face) to other points in the network.

In general, the traffic characteristics at the beginning of a path through a net-

work may not be the same as those at the end of the path. Furthermore, depen-

dencies may develop among different channels as they share parts of the same

network. This may create problems for admission control schemes that assume

independence among channels.

In this chapter, we will study the effect of the network on traffic patterns, and
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propose a simple way to deal with the problem of changes in traffic characteristics

because of network fluctuations. The scheme can also be used to detect violations

by a client of the traffic-related aspects of a contract. 

The chapter is structured in the following fashion: in the next section

(Section 3.2), we explain why the traffic characteristics of a channel might change

at a node. We then attempt to obtain an estimate of how important these changes

in the characteristics might be by means of simulation experiments described in

Section 3.3. Three different approaches to alleviating the problems due to a

change in traffic characteristics are examined in the next section (Section 3.4), and

one of them is described in detail in Section 3.5. Then, in Section 3.6, we take a

look at the possible dependencies that may arise among channels with a common

route in a network. Finally, we present a verification scheme for the traffic contract

in Section 3.7.

3.2 The Problem of Traffic Mapping

If the traffic pattern of a channel changes along its path, the channel would

require different amount of resources to be reserved in different nodes. Any change

in the parameters of the traffic model we are using needs to be taken into account

if we want to provide the legal guarantees we have talked about in Chapter 1.

In general, the change in the traffic pattern at a node is caused by delay fluc-

tuations. Let us consider a node with the first come first served service discipline.

If two cells happen to arrive at a node at a time when the node is relatively busy,

they may be sent out with a greater inter-cell spacing than the spacing they had at

their arrival; if, on the other hand, there is a drop in the load between the two arriv-
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als, the inter-cell spacing will be reduced. Thus, the distributions of inter-cell inter-

vals may change in an unpredictable fashion.

The traffic pattern on a channel may change in a very complex fashion along

the path of the channel. For the purpose of resource allocation, we can confine our-

selves to the changes in the values of the traffic parameters. Thus, since xmin is

one of the parameters in our traffic model, we will study the changes in the value

of xmin along the channel’s path. Similarly, we are interested in the changes of xave

and I. 

The change in traffic pattern depends on the service discipline used at the

switches in the network. It is possible to imagine a malicious server, which buffers

up cells up to a certain limit and then spews them out in rapid succession so as to

distort the distribution of inter-cell intervals. It is also possible to imagine servers

that preserve the same inter-cell intervals (or maybe the distribution) by maintain-

ing enormous amounts of state information1. However, instead of analyzing a large

number of service disciplines, we will concentrate on analyzing the behavior of

some typical service disciplines like First Come First Served (FCFS) or Earliest

Deadline First (EDF). These disciplines have been selected because they can be

used to provide the required QOS guarantees (see Chapter 4 for a detailed

description of the scheduling disciplines).

For the FCFS service disciplines, small inter-cell intervals would put the

cells in the same busy period at a node, and thus they will be spaced out depending

on the total workload that has arrived (between the arrival of two cells from the

1. One way to maintain the same inter-cell intervals would be to use a distributed jitter control
scheme such as the one described in [Verma 91]. 
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channel under observation) on the other channels sharing the same output link. If

that is a period in which a lot of channels are active, then they would be spaced by

a relatively large interval, but, if that is a period in which only a few channels are

active, the inter-cell spacing will tend to be reduced. Large inter arrival times are

likely to put cells in different busy periods, and thus add a random noise with zero

mean to the inter arrival time distribution (assuming that the delays experienced by

two cells in different busy periods will be independent of each other). For the case

of EDF scheduling, the total amount of cross-traffic load is limited by the delay

bounds and rates assigned to different channels, and so the spacing variations are

limited. However, the cell spacing may still be reduced. The net effect can in gen-

eral be quite complex. A quantitative estimate of the distortion caused by the net-

work was obtained by means of the simulation experiments described below.

3.3 The Simulation Experiments

The simulation experiments were based on the configuration shown in Fig-

ure 3-1.A single queueing server was studied while being traversed by a number

of channels. One of the channels was selected as the tagged channel. The change

in the traffic pattern of the tagged channel was monitored and compared with the

original traffic pattern. The goal of the simulation experiments was to discover

whether the distortion of traffic parameters is likely to be a problem.

The factors affecting the distortion in the traffic pattern of the tagged channel

are (1) the queueing discipline used at the server; (2) the intensity and the arrival

pattern of the cross-traffic and (3) the arrival pattern on the tagged channel itself.

The cross-traffic and tagged traffic patterns were independent of each other. 
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3.3.1 Factors

In our simulation studies, the following values of the different factors were

considered.

Service Discipline: FCFS or EDF. With the FCFS discipline, cells were ser-

viced in first-come first-served order. With the EDF discipline, each channel was

assigned a delay bound, and cells arriving on the channel were assigned a dead-

line obtained by adding the corresponding delay bound to the instant of arrival.

Cells were serviced in the order of earliest deadline. The delay bound of each

channel was generated randomly from a uniform distribution between 200 and 400

time units. 2

Cross-traffic: Exactly 200 channels were assumed to exist at the node. The

service time of a cell on any channel was taken to be one time unit. All channels

were assumed to have the same traffic parameters (that is, they obeyed the same

2. The specific values of delay bounds and other parameters have been chosen so as to ensure that
the set of channels present at the node satisfy the admission control rules stated in Chapter 4. 

Queuing Server

Tagged channel

Figure 3-1 : The simulation configuration to observe changes in traffic characteris-
tics. A number of channels feed into the same queueing server with a given sched-
uling discipline. The traffic patterns on the tagged channel at the input and output
are observed and compared.

Points of Observation
Other channels
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values of xmin, xave and I, and were generated according to the same distribution,

but the arrivals on different channels were independent of one another).

On each of the channels that were characterized by the xmin, xave, and I

parameters, traffic was generated according to one of the following arrival pro-

cesses: periodic, uniform, geometric, and bunch. These processes are described

below:

A periodic process has arrivals at regular intervals of duration xave time

units.

A uniform process has inter-cell intervals drawn from a uniform distribution

between xmin and 2xave - xmin. 

In a geometric process, cells arrive in bursts, with an inter-cell spacing equal

to xmin within each bursts. The burst lengths are geometrically distributed. The

inter-burst intervals are also geometrically distributed with a mean that causes the

xave for the entire process to match the value of that parameter for the channel. A

filter was used to ensure that the average rate over any period of I did not exceed

xave.

In a bunch process, a single burst of I/xave cells separated by intervals of

xmin is followed by a silence  time units long. This brings the aver-

age rate in an interval I to xave.

Utilization: The following utilizations of the node were considered: 0.4, 0.5,

0.6, 0.7 and 0.8. When the node utilization was u, xave on each of the 200 channels

was 200/u time units. I was taken to be 20 times xave, and xmin was chosen to be

I I
xave

xmin−
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50 time units. Only these values of I and xmin were used in order to reduce the num-

ber of simulation runs required for this study.

Tagged traffic: The traffic on the tagged channel consisted of a simple

stream with cells arriving at regularly spaced intervals. Three average inter-cell

spacings were considered: 10, 20 and 30 time units respectively. Thus, the histo-

gram of inter-cell intervals at the input to the tagged channel was as shown in Fig-

ure 3-2. In terms of the xmin-xave-I model, the values of xmin and xave are equal and

I can be any integral multiple of xave. 

Although the tagged traffic stream is periodic, there is no synchronization

effect in the simulator which may distort the results. This is because the traffic on

all other channels is generated randomly. 

xave X 

1.0

Probability

Figure 3-2 The histogram of the original inter-cell inter arrival times on the tagged channel.
The distribution consists of cells arriving at regular intervals of xave time units each. In terms
of the xmin-xave-I model, the values of xmin and xave are both equal and I can be any integral
multiple of xave.The values of xave used were 10, 20 and 30 time units respectively.
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3.3.2 Changes in the value of xmin 

To characterize the output traffic pattern on the tagged channel, we mea-

sured the minimum inter-cell spacing, and its 1st percentile. The 1stpercentile (x1)

is the largest interval lower than 99% of all the inter-cell intervals of the output traffic

pattern. While the measurement of minimum inter-cell spacing may be subject to

distortion due to the occurrence of low-probability events in our simulations, x1 is

not subject to the same drawback. 

The results of the simulations for the case of EDF scheduling are shown in

Figure 3-3. There are three sets of curves in each of the four graphs shown in this

figure, each set corresponding to a fixed value of xmin (30, 20 or 10) on the tagged

channel. Within each set corresponding to a fixed xmin, three curves are drawn,

one showing the original value of xmin, one showing the value of xmin at the output

of the node, and one showing the value of x1 at the output of the node. The curve

for the output value of xmin is, as expected, quite irregular. The reader will notice

that the minimum output inter-cell spacing is often much smaller than the minimum

spacing at the input of the tagged channel. The same effect can be observed for

the value of x1. The reduction in x1 is not as dramatic as that for the minimum value,

but the tendency of cells to come closer together is obvious. An interesting obser-

vation is that arrival patterns that are more random tend to produce a larger reduc-

tion in the values of xmin and x1 than arrival patterns in which cells arrive in bunches

of fixed size. A plausible explanation is that, with bunches of fixed sizes, most of

the cells in the bunch experience almost the same delays, and it is only at the start

or at the end of a bunch of cells that we are likely to see a difference. The expected

traffic on a real channel is more likely to consist of bunches with random lengths
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Regular Traffic Pattern Uniform Traffic Pattern 

Geometric Traffic Pattern Bunch Traffic Pattern 

Figure 3-3  Variations in the values of xmin and x1 for different arrival patterns at a single queue-
ing server using the earliest-deadline-first scheduling discipline. The three curves in each set
show the input value of xmin, the output value of xmin, and the output value of x1 for different
server utilizations. There is an appreciable decrease in xmin for the regular and uniform traffic
patterns. Curves in each set are marked by the input xmin value in parentheses. So, the dotted
line with caption (20) corresponds to the output x1 for an input xmin of 20 time units. The x1 curve
for bunch traffic pattern is the same as that for the input xmin value.
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(as in the geometric traffic pattern), and an appreciable change in traffic parame-

ters cannot be ruled out. 

Similar results for the case of the FCFS scheduler are shown in Figure 3-4.

The effects over here are similar to those of the EDF scheduler. Thus, both sched-

uling policies seem to have very similar influences on the traffic parameters.

Although the 1st percentile and the minimum inter-cell spacing tend to

become smaller after traversing a node, this effect may be either enhanced or

weakened by nodes further downstream. Cells which may have been brought

close in the first node may be spread apart in the second node, and thus, the effect

may be weakened. In order to study the effect of multiple nodes in series, we exam-

ined the variations in traffic on a tagged channel which traversed a number of

nodes in succession. The workload on each of the nodes was kept the same as in

the previous simulations. Although we experimented with all kinds of arrival pro-

cesses for cross-traffic at different node utilizations, we only present the results of

a geometric traffic pattern with a utilization of 60% in all the nodes. The original traf-

fic pattern on the tagged connection was as described in Figure 3-2. The simulation

configuration can be seen in Figure 3-5.

 The resulting variations in xmin are shown in Figure 3-6. In general, the val-

ues of xmin and x1 tend to decrease as the path length increases. There is a visible

tendency for the value of x1 to decrease as the path-length increases. This implies

that the number of buffers allocated to provide a loss probability less than 1% at

any node should account for the variation in the traffic pattern, and should grow in

downstream nodes. 3
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Although the graph shows the variation for the geometric traffic pattern only,

similar results were obtained with other cross-traffic patterns as well.

3.3.3 Changes in the value of  xave 

Until now we have only considered variations in the value of xmin. Let us now

examine the variations in the value of xave. An advantage of the simple traffic pat-

tern on the tagged channel is that the original traffic pattern remains the same irre-

spective of the value of I chosen for the tagged channel. Thus, a single simulation

experiment can be used to measure the variation in xave for different values of I.

With an arrival process like geometric or bunch, the original traffic pattern on the

tagged channel would have been dependent on the value of I that we had selected. 

3. We are assuming here that a change in the value of xmin affects the buffer allocation and utilization.
In our simulations, only a few cells were present from any connection at a single node at any time,
so plotting the buffer distributions did not provide any interesting results. However, in a ATM net-
work, many cells from the same connection may be present at the same time, and the buffer distri-
bution will also change.

Cross-traffic in

Tagged channel

Points of Observation

Figure 3-5 The simulation configuration to determine whether the change in traffic parameters
is worsened or improved by a number of nodes in series. The tagged channel, which origi-
nally had the traffic pattern described in Figure 3-2, passed through a number of nodes, each
with the EDF scheduling and a utilization of 60%. The arrival pattern on each of the 200 chan-
nels in the cross-traffic was geometric. The parameters of the resulting stream at the points
of observation were measured. 
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Regular Traffic Pattern 

Geometric Traffic Pattern Bunch Traffic Pattern 

Figure 3-4  Variations in the values of xmin and x1 for different arrival patterns at a single queue-
ing server using the first-come first-served service discipline. The three curves in each set show
the original value of xmin, the final value of xmin and the final value of x1 for different server uti-
lizations. There is an appreciable decrease in xmin for the regular and uniform traffic patterns.
The decrease is dependent on the server utilization, but more or less independent of the origi-
nal xmin. The number in parentheses indicate the original value of xmin for that curve.
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In general, the change in xave should be smaller compared to the change in

the value of xmin. This is because the averaging interval I is usually chosen large

enough that the queueing server becomes idle at least once in every interval of

length I. If the node was idle at the beginning of an interval of length I, and it was

idle also at the end of the same interval, then all the cells that have arrived in this

interval have also left within the same interval, and the average inter-cell spacing

at the output equals that at the input for this interval. If the node was idle at the

beginning of the interval, but not idle at the end, some of the cells may not have

been transmitted in this period, and so the average inter-cell interval will increase.

On the other hand, if the node was not idle at the beginning of the interval, then

some of the cells from the previous interval would have come together with some

cells in the current interval and the average inter-cell interval could decrease. We

wanted to discover whether these variations in the value of xave are significant.

Figure 3-6  Variations in x1 and xmin as a function of path length. Each of the nodes along
the path had a utilization of 60%. The tagged channel spanned all the nodes and was
observed at the exits of each of the nodes along the path.
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68The results are shown in Figure 3-7. The output xave was computed by tak-

ing each successive bunch of I/xave cells in the cell stream at the point of observa-

tion. The values of two parameters are plotted in the figure: the first is the minimum

average inter-cell interval for any interval of length I, and the other is the 1st per-

centile of the average inter-cell spacing. The 99% confidence interval for the aver-

age intervals shown in the figure was less than 0.2 time units for each of the curves.

There is a very small change in the value of xave, which becomes even less as one

uses larger values of I. Thus, the simulations confirm our expectation that the aver-

age rate does not change appreciably due to network load fluctuations. If a client

chooses a small value of I, then the change may be more pronounced.

Like the minimum inter-cell intervals, the average inter-cell intervals also

show a tendency to decrease as the path length increases. Figure 3-8 displays the

variation in the average rate of the tagged channel according to the simulation con-

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
18.0

18.5

19.0

19.5

20.0
Input xave

Output minimum xave

1st percentile 

Figure 3-7  The variation in the value of xave as a function of I. The three curves show the
minimum average inter-cell spacing in an interval spanned by  //xave cells. The curves
have a 99% confidence interval of 0.2 time units along the y-axis. The use of longer aver-
aging intervals reduces the variations in xave to a very small value.

I

Time units
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figuration shown in Figure 3-5. The absolute reduction in the value of xave is much

smaller than the reduction in the value of xmin, (as can be seen by comparing Fig-

ure 3-6 with Figure 3-8) and it may not be a problem in channels with small path

lengths.

3.4 Alternative Approaches to The Mapping Problem

The simulations described in Section 3.3 show that we cannot assume that

the model parameters of a channel will remain the same along its path. A channel

may span a relatively large number of nodes in a network. We can handle the vari-

ations in one of the following three ways:

(1)  Model the change: If it is possible to characterize the change in the traffic

parameters and derive a simple relationship that produces values of the output traf-

fic parameters from those of the input traffic parameters, the output traffic param-

0 1 2 3 4
19.0

19.2

19.4

19.6

19.8

Output xave

Output 1st p

Input xave20.0

Figure 3-8 The variation in the average rate with path length. Both the minimum average
spacing and the 1st percentile decrease slightly as the path length increases. The 99% con-
fidence intervals for the curves are 0.1 time units. The change in the average rate is very
small. 

Path length
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eters can be used for resource allocation in the node downstream. The same

process can be repeated for longer path lengths. The problem with this approach

is that the modelling process is difficult and tedious. Furthermore, and much more

importantly, the change in traffic parameters will vary over time as new channels

are established and deleted on the same network.

(2)  Reconstruct the input traffic pattern: Alternatively, we may try to recon-

struct the original traffic pattern (that is, the sequence of inter-cell intervals at the

entry point to the network) at each and every node. 

(3)  Partially reconstruct the input traffic pattern: This approach attempts to

maintain the same model parameters instead of trying to reconstruct the original

traffic pattern fully.

Some schemes that can lead to full or partial reconstruction of the traffic pat-

tern are described in Section 3.5. Those schemes can also be used to verify

whether a client is fulfilling its promises concerning the traffic parameters.

3.5  Reconstruction of Traffic Pattern

The reconstruction of a traffic pattern needs to be done at each node in our

network model (that is, at each output queue of an ATM switch). Our approach is

the following. The node consists of two modules: a regulator, which acts as a

“policeman” preventing misuse of the network, and a scheduler, which is responsi-

ble for selecting the cells to be transmitted next on the output link (see Figure 3-9).

Rate control requires that we calculate the expected arrival time of each cell along

a channel, i.e., the time the cell should have arrived if it had obeyed its traffic
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parameters. Calculation of this expected arrival time is easy and can be done by

using equation (2-3), as illustrated in Figure 3-10. The reader will notice that the

algorithm is very similar to the conversion algorithm (Figure 2-6), since we are con-

verting a traffic that does not obey the xmin-xave-I model into a traffic that obeys the

model. The only difference is that we know that the traffic originally did obey the

xmin-xave-I model, and thus the conversion process is essentially trying to repro-

duce the original traffic pattern. 

On the acceptance of a channel, some state information needs to be kept

at each node. This state information allows the node to predict the earliest time the

next cell on a channel can arrive. On the arrival of every cell, the procedure cel-

l_arrival()  is called; the procedure computes the time the cell should actually

have arrived at the node if it had obeyed all the traffic specifications. If the cell hap-

pens to have arrived before it was expected, it is held in the regulator for a period

of time equaling the difference between expected arrival time and the current time,

before being handed over to the scheduler 

Regulator Scheduler

Unregulated Traffic Reconstructed Traffic

Figure 3-9 The structure of a node in our network model. Each node consists of two modules,
a regulator, which acts as a policeman preventing misuse of the network, and a scheduler,
which is responsible for selecting the cells to be transferred next on the output link.
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int b = floor(I/x ave );
TIME history[b+1];
int hist_start;
int hist_end;
TIME hist_sum;
TIME y_clock,cell_eligib_time;

initialization()
{

int i;

for (i=0;i<=b;i++){
history[i] = infinity;

}
hist_sum = b*infinity;
hist_start = 0;
hist_end = b;
y_clock = clock;
cell_eligib_time = 0.0;

}

cell_arrival(clock)
{

TIME y_i, this_time;

this_time = max((y_clock - clock), 0.0);
y_i = max(y_clock,clock) - cell_eligib_time;

hist_sum = y_i + hist_sum - history[hist_start];
hist_start = hist_start + 1% (b+1);
history[hist_end] = y_i;
hist_end = hist_end + 1% (b+1);
y_clock = max(clock,y_clock) + max(I-hist_sum,x_min);
cell_eligib_time = clock + this_time;

}

Figure 3-10 The algorithm for computing the expected arrival time for a packet according to the
xmin-xave-I model. cell_arrival  is called whenever a new cell is received and it returns cel-

l_eligib_time , the instant when the cell was supposed to actually arrive. The history mech-
anism is needed to ensure that the average-rate guarantees are not violated at any time. The
variable y_clock  stores the smallest possible time when the next cell can arrive, and is
updated every time a new cell is received. For partial reconstruction of the input traffic pattern,
a cell is kept in the calendar queue till its cell_eligib_time . The same scheme can be used
to verify if a client is violating its traffic contract. The algorithm is presented for a single channel.
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The hardware implementation of this rate control scheme may be done by

means of a number of calendar queues [Brown 88]. The scheme is shown in Figure

3-11. For the time being, assume that we have an infinite number of such calendar

queues. Each calendar queue contains a list of the cells that were expected at that

time, but have arrived earlier. When the clock reaches that value of time, all these

cells are transferred to the scheduler by appending4 this list to the list of cells in the

scheduler queue. The insertion of a cell in the calendar queue as well as the

appending of the list can be done in a constant number of steps. Only one such

hardware module is needed for all the channels sharing the same output link.

4. The appending can be done in constant number of time if the scheduler implements a first-come-
first-served discipline. If the scheduling discipline is earliest deadline first, then the operation is no
longer possible in a constant number of steps.

clock

Table look up

arriving cell

Calendar Queue

insert at

expected time

put in 

scheduler
0:t0

2:t2
3:t3
4:t4
5:t5
6:t6
7:t7

1:t1

Figure 3-11 One possible hardware implementation of the regulator module. Only one such
module is needed for all the channels using the same output link. 
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In the case where we have only a finite number of calendar queues, the

queues can be rolled over and re-used as their time expires. 

Due to the computation of the expected arrival times, the traffic parameters

are enforced at every switch along a channel’s path. This rate control process has

some similarities with a rate-based scheduling mechanism described in

[Kalmanek 90]. 

The reconstruction process achieved by the regulator described in Figure 3-

10 is only partial since it can only delay cells. Thus, if two cells were separated by

a large amount in a previous node, the regulator cannot bring them closer together

since it cannot determine how much extra time the first cell should be held without

receiving the second. Thus, a few large inter-cell intervals will remain even after the

regulation process. Note that this poses no problems for the resource allocation

algorithms.

The histogram of the inter-cell intervals on a tagged channel with periodic

traffic traversing a node is shown in Figure 3-12. At the output, only 37.9% of the

cells preserve their spacings with respect to the previous cells. The distribution of

new inter-cell intervals about the mean is almost symmetrical. The histogram was

obtained for earliest deadline first scheduling with 50% server utilization. The traffic

pattern on the cross-channels was uniform, and the other details were as described

in Section 3.3. As can be seen, the traffic pattern, which at the input was a periodic

arrival process, showed a spread about its mean after the first node. 

The results of the partial reconstruction of the traffic stream are shown in

Figure 3-13. With partial reconstruction, almost 99.9% of the cells were restored to
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the original cell distribution but about 0.1% were spaced too far apart. The partial

reconstruction process does ensure that no two cells arrive closer than the mini-

mum spacing xmin. 

A perfect reconstruction of the input traffic pattern can be done by a modifi-

cation of the regulation process. Since a full reconstruction is required in order to

provide performance guarantees about delay variation (or delay jitter), we describe

the full reconstruction scheme in Chapter 4.

3.6 Changes in Traffic Dependencies

Statistical multiplexing is a commonly used technique to increase network

utilization. It attempts to take advantage of the fact that not all channels send data

into the network at the same time. Hence, the network can overbook its resources

(to a limited extent) and operate more efficiently. Overbooking of resources results
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Figure 3-12 The distribution of inter-cell intervals at the output of a node with an EDF sched-
uling discipline. The original pattern consisted of a regular stream of arrivals at intervals of
20.0 time units. At the output, only 37.9% of the cells preserve their spacing with respect to
the previous cell. The distribution about the mean is almost symmetrical. 
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in a non-zero probability that too many channels be active simultaneously, and thus

the network may not be able to meet their performance requirements. In order to

provide a statistical performance guarantee, the network must be capable of com-

puting this probability every time a new channel establishment message is

received.

Such probability computations invariably must make some assumptions

about the dependencies between the traffics on different channels. A simplifying

assumption that is often made is that traffic patterns on any two channels are mutu-

ally independent of each other. In other cases, a client may declare the existence

of dependencies among a set of channels that it wishes to establish. However, the

independence assumption (and the client-specified dependencies) are valid only

at the first node along the path of the channel(s). If two channels share one or more

nodes along a path, their traffic patterns might become dependent on one another.
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Figure 3-13 The distribution of inter-cell intervals after partial reconstruction. About
99.9% of the cells were restored to the original inter-cell interval. However, a few of the
cells were spaced too far apart to be dealt with properly by the partial reconstruction
process. Notice that the partial reconstruction process ensures that no cell is closer
together than the minimum spacing xmin.
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This may invalidate the computation of the probability of missing a performance

bound.

We attempted to find out whether any significant dependencies can develop

in the network by analyzing a setup similar to that described in Section 3.3. The

only difference was that we considered two tagged channels, on which traffic was

originally independent. Instead of using a periodic traffic on the tagged channel(s),

we used the same traffic pattern as on the cross channels. The model of the net-

work we consider is shown in Figure 3-14.

One metric for measuring the dependencies between the two tagged chan-

nels is the cross-covariance of the traffic on the two channels. The cross-covari-

ance between the two streams can be defined in two ways.5

Verifier Scheduler Regulator Scheduler

Points of Observation 

Client

Figure 3-14 The model used for analyzing the development of correlations in a network.Two
tagged channels follow the path indicated by the means of thick arrows. All the data shipped by
a client passes through a verifier (or regulator) which ensures that the client is obeying the traffic
contract. Some correlations may develop because cells along the two channels may interact in
the scheduler. The channels share another scheduler along the path, after passing through the
regulator in the next node. We want to find out if the correlation assumptions made at point A
are valid also at point B. 

A B
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 Suppose the inter-cell intervals on the first tagged channel are X1,X2,...Xn,

and those on the second tagged channel are Y1,Y2,...Yn. Then the covariance at

lag k between the two streams can be defined as

(3-1)

This is the covariance of intervals at lag k for the two processes.6

A similar covariance can be defined by considering a number of cells in

some fixed time interval, rather than looking at individual inter-cell intervals. Sup-

pose the time axis were divided into intervals of length T each, with N11, N12,...

cells arriving in each successive interval of length T along the first tagged channel,

and N21, N22... cells arriving along the second tagged channel. The correlation

between the two streams can be measured by the covariance of the counts of cells

in these intervals. 

(3-2)

This is the covariance of counts at lag k for the two processes.

We now examine how these covariances change when the two channels

share a link. 

Dependencies between different channels may develop because of two

major factors: (1) if the traffic on a channel is dependent on network load (for exam-

ple, if there is some feedback from the network to the client, as in a reactive con-

gestion control scheme), and (2) if different cells on different channels experience

5. Other metrics can be defined, but analyzing the changes in the covariance coefficients is sufficient
to predict the changes in traffic dependencies. 
6. Notice that the Cov(X,Y) at lag k may be different from Cov(Y,X) at lag k. 

C1k X Y,( ) Covariance Xi Yi k+,( )=

C2k X Y,( ) Covariance N1i N2i k+,( )=
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different delays due to the load fluctuations at a shared server. In the predictive

resource allocation models that we are examining, there is no feedback, so corre-

lations can only develop because of distortions in the traffic stream caused by the

scheduling mechanism.

How much distortion can the scheduler cause? In both the FCFS and EDF

scheduling policies, the sheduler passes through periods of activity (busy periods)

and inactivity (idle periods). Assuming that the start of a busy period is a regener-

ation point for the scheduler, we can assume that variations in the inter-cell inter-

vals caused in two distinct busy periods would be independent of one another.

Suppose the inter-cell interval Xi happened to be changed to 

in the kth busy period, and that the inter-cell interval Yj along the second tagged

channel were changed to  in the lth busy period. Then, we can assume

that Uk and Vl are independent. This implies that 7

. (3-3)

 Expanding the right-hand side of this equation, 8we obtain

. (3-4)

Since the kth and lth busy periods are different, and Uk and Vl are indepen-

dent, also Xi and Vl are independent, since the effect of any cell can only last till the

current busy period ends. Similarly, we can argue that Yj and Uk are independent.

As a result, we obtain that 

7. For ease of notation, we shall use C(X,Y) to donate Covariance(X,Y) in the rest of this chapter.
8. C(X,Y) here may stand for either C1(X,Y), the covariance of intervals or C2(X,Y), the covariance
of counts. 

X̂i Xi Uk+=

Ŷj Yj Vl+=

C X̂i Ŷj,( ) C Xi Uk+ Yj Vl+,( )=

C X̂i Ŷj,( ) C Xi Yj,( ) C Xi Vl,( ) C Uk Yj,( ) C Uk Vl,( )+ + +=
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. (3-5)

Although we have considered inter-cell arrivals, a similar argument can be

made for the number of cells that may have been serviced in any given busy

period.

3.6.1 Changes in the covariance of intervals

Suppose that the duration of the maximum busy period at the scheduler is

βmax. The value of βmax can be determined by the number and traffic parameters

of the channels accepted at the scheduler. This value determines the maximum lag

at which the output covariances (that is, the covariances at point B in Figure 3-14)

can be different from the input covariances (that is, the covariances at point A in

Figure 3-14). 

If xmin 9is the minimum inter-cell interval of a tagged channel, then the max-

imum lag till which the covariances can change is given by βmax/xmin. The typical

value of these maximum lags in our simulations is roughly 5. The value corre-

sponds to the maximum number of cells from that channel that can be present in

the same busy period at the node.

Furthermore, due to the partial reconstruction mechanism, the traffic pat-

terns at points A and B in Figure 3-14 are almost identical (only 0.1% of the inter-

cell intervals did not have the same value at points A and B in the simulations

reported in Figure 3-13). Assuming that the same accuracy of reconstruction holds

for most of the cases, any change in the covariance properties of the cell streams

would be very small. 

9. If the two channels have different xmin, then we consider the smaller of the two values.

C X̂i Ŷj,( ) C Xi Yj,( )=
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3.6.2 Changes in the covariance of counts

Suppose we use a time period T for counting cells which is larger than the

maximum busy period βmax at the node. In this case, any two intervals which are

at a lag of 2 or more must have the node becoming idle at least once between the

end of the first interval and the start of the second interval. By equation (3-5), the

covariance at lags 2 or more should not change.

Thus, the only changes in the covariance of counts can occur at lag 0 or 1.

Notice also that, if the covariance at lag 0 increases, the covariance at lag 1 should

decrease and vice-versa. A decrease in the correlation at lag 0 means that less

cells from the second tagged channel tend to be in an interval if there are more cells

arriving on the first channel in that interval. These cells will be leaving in the next

interval, thus increasing the covariance at lag 1. A similar argument can be used to

show that a increase in the correlation at lag 0 would cause a decrease in the cor-

relation at lag 1.

Thus, the changes in the covariance of counts are very limited. 

3.6.3 Simulation verification

In order to assure us of the correctness of the analyses presented above,

we looked at the actual changes in the covariances using simulation. The analysis

was based on some restrictive assumptions like that of independence between

busy periods, and we wanted to explore whether the simulation setup behaved dif-

ferently because these assumptions were not satisfied. 

 The simulation setup for the correlation studies is shown in Figure 3-15.
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Two tagged channels passed through a number of nodes, each loaded with cross-

traffic bringing the overall node utilization to about 60%. The traffic patterns on the

two tagged channels were independent of each other initially. We tried to measure

the correlations at a number of observation points.

All the four traffic patterns were experimented with at different node utiliza-

tions along the channel’s path. We also experimented with variable numbers of

cross-traffic channels and with situations in which the busy period was likely to be

long. However, in none of the cases we found any significant change in the cova-

riance coefficients (as specified by equations (3-1) and (3-2)) up to a path-length

of 5 nodes. Even the changes in covariances at small lags were not significant.

This leads us to believe that the correlations between different channels are not

likely to change appreciably in a network. 

As a result of this observation, it is possible to assume that the dependen-

Cross-traffic in

Tagged channels

Points of Observation

Figure 3-15 The set-up used for correlation studies. Two tagged channels passed through a
number of nodes. The traffic on the two tagged channels were uncorrelated at the beginning
of the path. The two channels were examined at the points indicated. The relative covari-
ances were found to be the same for a large variety of traffic arrival patterns and network load
utilizations. 
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cies between two channels declared by the clients at the boundary nodes of the

network hold for all common nodes along the path of those channels.

3.7 Verification of the Traffic Contract

The verification of traffic characteristics is a must since a malicious user

could send cells into the network at a much higher rate than the declared maximum

or average value. The same effect might be caused by a failure in the sending host

or in a switch. If we do not take appropriate countermeasures, such malicious or

faulty behavior can prevent the satisfaction of the delay bounds guaranteed to

other clients of the real-time service, thereby damaging the clients and destroying

the specified functionality and performance characteristics of the service. The

enforcement of the traffic specifications can be termed rate control. Rate control

can be done by forcing the “offending” cells to wait till the time they were actually

supposed to arrive. 

When buffer space is limited, cells that arrive too much in advance of their

proper time might even be dropped because of buffer overflow. Of course, a suffi-

cient amount of buffer space will have to be allocated to ensure that cells of a well-

behaved channel are not dropped because of network load fluctuations. 

Rate control can be done by a process identical to the partial reconstruction

scheme described in Section 3.5. The verification of the client’s traffic parameters

needs to be done only at the first node in a channel’s path. If the client is obeying

its contract, then the reconstruction process would be an identity, that is, the hold-

ing time of a cell in the calendar queue mechanism would be zero. On the other

hand, if the client is cheating, either intentionally or unintentionally, the calendar
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queues will hold the cells until they are actually expected to arrive.

Thus, the calendar queue mechanism is required at all nodes in the network.

At the boundary nodes of the network, the mechanism is used for contract verifica-

tion, while at the intermediate nodes it is used for reconstruction of the original traf-

fic pattern. 
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Chapter 4: The Performance Contract

4.1 Introduction

The performance contract spells out the obligations of the network towards

the communicating clients. As mentioned in Chapter 1, we need to address four

major issues (specification, mapping, mechanism and verification) in this compo-

nent of the contract. 

By specification of the performance contract, we mean that we need to

compile a list of possible grades of QOS (Quality of Service) that clients are

allowed to ask from the network. Clients are likely to be interested only in end-to-

end performance guarantees, and we need a scheme to map the end-to-end per-

formance guarantees into per-node performance guarantees. Given the perfor-

mance requirements of the clients, we need a mechanism that the network can

use to meet those requirements, and a scheme for the clients to verify that the

network is fulfilling its promises.

This chapter discusses these issues and is structured in the following man-

ner. In Section 4.2, we explore some of the possible QOS menus that can be pro-

vided to clients by the network. In the next section (Section 4.3), we describe the

alternative methods by which end-to-end performance requirements can be bro-

ken down into per-node performance requirements. In Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6,

we propose three possible QOS menus, and discuss the scheduling and admis-
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sion control schemes that can be used to support the requirements. Finally, in Sec-

tion 4.7, we explore the different schemes that a client can use to verify that the

network is indeed performing as required.

4.2 Specification of the Performance Contract 

The specification of a performance contract can be done by choosing the

QOS (Quality of Service) menu that the network will offer to its clients. The choice

of this QOS menu depends on the variability of the requirements of different appli-

cations and on the operational characteristics of the network.

From the point of view of an application, the perfect network would look like

a zero-delay line. Any unit of data put into the network by the sending side would

be received at the other end instantly. The stream of cells generated by the sender

would be identical to the stream of cells obtained by the receiver. It would perform

as though the sender and the receiver were at the same location. 

A real network, however, differs from the perfect network in three major

ways: it has a non-zero delay, the delay is subject to some variation or jitter, and

some of the cells may be lost in the network. Such a network must be able, how-

ever, to control these aspects of its performance to meet the requirements of the

client. Thus, the most general specification of a client’s performance requirements

needs to make use of three metrics: one to measure delay, one to measure delay

variation, and the third to measure the loss rate.

As an example, the requirements of a client can be specified by providing a

bound on the maximum delay to be experienced by a cell on the channel, a bound
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on the difference between the maximum and the minimum delays experienced by

a cell on the channel, and a bound on the probability that a cell is lost in the net-

work.

While a client may require a bound on any of these three metrics, some of

the requirements may be trivial to satisfy. For example, if the network never intro-

duces any significant delay variation or delay jitter, then it is unnecessary for the

client to ask for a bound on delay jitter. In the network model proposed in

Chapter 1, one or more of these performance bounds may be unnecessary under

different conditions. In the remainder of this section, we attempt a back-of-the-

envelope calculation to determine the conditions under which each of the three

bounds would be significant.

Let us recall from Chapter 1 that our model of the network consists of a

mesh of queueing servers with arbitrary topology. Assume that each queueing

server is identical and has a constant service time µ (µ depends on the link speed).

Assume also that B buffers are available at every queueing server. If we further

assume (for the sake of simplicity) that the loss rate of a channel can be approxi-

mated by the probability that more than B buffers are occupied in an M/M/1 model

with infinite buffers, the loss rate at utilization ρ equals ρB at every queueing server

[Wolff 90].

Following this model, about 100 buffers are needed to ensure a loss rate of

less than 10-15 for a utilization of approximately 70%, and roughly 65 buffers are

needed to ensure a loss rate of 10-10. Keeping in mind that traffic may be burstier

than the Poisson process, thereby requiring more buffer space than in the M/M/1
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model, B must be at least 100 to ensure a loss rate of 10-10 or less at every node.

If we want to have static buffers allocations for different channels (the previous cal-

culations apply when buffer space is dynamically shared between channels), B

would need to be much higher. 

With a constant service time equal to 1/µ for every cell, and at most B cells

present in the queue at any time, the maximum delay of a cell at a queueing server

is B/µ. With a cell-size of 53 bytes (424 bits), the maximum delay for a link band-

width of r Mbps is  milliseconds. 

 Let us consider a channel that has a route about 6000 km long, i.e., with a

propagation delay of approximately 30 ms, and with 3 switches along its path.

Assume that delays need to be controlled only when they exceed more than 20%1

of the propagation delays. Otherwise, only the loss rates are of interest. In this

case, delays need to be controlled if they exceed 2 ms at every switch. If each

switch has a thousand cell-sized buffers (B = 1000), our back-of-the envelope cal-

culations in previous paragraphs suggests that we need to control delay and delay

variation for link speeds up to approximately 850 Mbps. If the channel were only

1000 Km long, with only one switch along its path, delays would need to be con-

trolled for speeds up to 1.7 Gbps.2 At higher speeds, only the loss rates need to be

controlled. Since queueing delays are the main cause of delay variations, delay

variations need to be controlled whenever delays need to be controlled. 

1. A number pulled out of the hat for the sake of back-of-the-envelope calculations.
2. For channels with smaller propagation delays, a reactive scheme can also be developed to guar-
antee performance. However, in networks where channels with both small and large propagation
delays may coexist, a proactive scheme provides a uniform framework to guarantee performance for
both types of channels.

424B( ) r⁄
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Since current research networks have an operational speed of 45 Mbps or

600 Mbps, we conclude that delay and delay variations are likely to be significant

in the short or medium-term future, even when networks operate at a few Gbps

speeds. For very high speed networks in the long-term future, operating at hun-

dreds of Gbps speeds, only the loss-rates would be significant.

Depending on the operational characteristics of the network, different QOS

menus should be chosen. Since it is unlikely that a menu appropriate for all types

of networks can be found, we will discuss only three menus in this chapter.

QOS menu 1 takes into consideration all the three performance metrics,

providing channels with bounded delays, delay variations, and loss rates. This

menu is the most general case we consider.

QOS menu 2 deals with only the loss rate metric. This is a much simplified

version of QOS menu 1, and is likely to be more efficient for the cases in which we

have channels with long routes (and large propagation delays) and very high link

speeds. We can say that this menu is best-suited for the case when bandwidth is

abundant, and buffers are scarce.

QOS menu 3 deals with a case which is in between the first two menus. It

offers some limited classes of service. Each class of service has a delay bound, a

delay variation bound and loss rate bound associated with it.

QOS menus 2 and 3 can be considered as simpler versions of QOS menu 1.

The reader may wonder why we are considering these menus instead of merely

solving the more general problem of providing QOS menu 1. The main advantage
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in considering the two restricted menus is that the mechanism to provide them is

simpler than that required for QOS menu 1.

4.3 Mapping the Performance Contract to the Network

In the contract based model assumed in this thesis, clients need to specify

their performance requirement at channel establishment time. Clients are likely to

be interested only in the global performance they will be getting, i.e., in the end-to-

end delays or loss rates the network has to offer. They will generally not be con-

cerned with the local performance guarantees at the switches. However, the

switches need to operate on the basis of their local performance guarantees. Thus,

some scheme is needed to convert the global performance guarantees into local

performance guarantees.

A number of different approaches can be used for this conversion. They are

summarized below.

(A1) The simplest possible approach would be to predetermine the local

performance bounds at each node depending on the QOS menu entry chosen by

the client. Thus, one option in the performance menu (say, QOS type 0) would

ensure that no cell on the channel is to have a delay larger than 0.5 ms at any node

on the way. Another option (QOS type 1) may specify that the loss rate at any

switch should be no more than 10-9. This would work very well in the case where

the menu options are limited and a simple direct mapping can be made. This

scheme also allows for fast establishment for a channel, where the data cells can

follow the establishment message immediately, each node being prepared to

accept these cells as soon as it processes an establishment request (assuming
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optimistically that the establishment will be successful in most of the cases). 

The disadvantage of predetermining the local performance bounds is that

clients are given performance guarantees depending on the route selected for the

channel, and thus the size of the network is not transparent to them.

 (A2) Another approach would be to use a centralized performance server,

one per administrative domain, to perform this division of global performance

bounds into local performance bounds. The advantage of a centralized perfor-

mance server is that it is easier to manage information about the global state of the

network centrally, provided the performance server is not overloaded and does not

crash. The client has to use a 2-step channel establishment procedure. First, it

calls the performance server to assign a path to the channel, and to break up its

global performance requirements into local performance requirements for nodes

along that path. Then, the client can use this information for a fast channel estab-

lishment along the selected path. Alternatively, the performance server can estab-

lish the channel on the client’s behalf. After the channel is established, the client is

informed about the first node on the path and is given a channel identifier, which it

can use for communication on the channel. The two schemes are shown in

Figure 4-1.

(A3) The third method is the most general one, and does not require a cen-

tralized server. In this distributed scheme, the call establishment message passes

along the nodes as the route for the channel is selected by means of a suitable

routing algorithm. At each node, the local state is examined, a value for the local

performance bound is proposed and included in the establishment message, and
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the next node along the route is selected3. The destination node examines all the

proposed local performance bounds and determines whether they are adequate to

satisfy the global performance bound. If so, the destination may relax the perfor-

mance bounds of some or all of the intermediate nodes along the path of the chan-

nel. On the return trip of the establishment message, these (possibly) modified

3. The scheme can also be used with source routing, where the entire route of the channel is deter-
mined by the source node.

Client

Performance Server

Nodes on path Receiver

Call request (1)

Path and local bounds(2)

Call Set-up(3)

Client

Performance Server

Nodes on path

Call Set-up(2b)Call request (1)
Receiver

Figure 4-1 The division of global performance bounds into local performance bounds using
a centralized performance server. The upper part of the figure shows an approach in which
establishment occurs in two phases (involving the client twice), while the lower part shows
a method in which the client is involved only once. The dotted lines indicate the operations
that may take place after the call-set has been done.

First node on path (2a)
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performance bounds are committed at the local nodes. This solution is distributed,

and can span multiple administrative domains. This solution is used in the Berkeley

approach to real-time channel establishment [Ferrari 90a], and is illustrated in

Figure 4-2.

The mechanism used for this division of global performance bounds (delay,

delay variation, and loss rate) produces the local performance bounds at each of

the intermediate nodes.

The end-to-end performance bounds can be divided among the intermedi-

ate nodes according to a number of policies. As an example, consider an end-to-

end delay bound of 100 time units for a channel that passes through 10 queueing

servers. One policy could be to assign local delay bounds equally, that is, allocate

a local delay bound of 10 units at each of the three queueing servers. Another pol-

icy could be to assign larger delay bounds to more heavily loaded or more con-

gested queueing servers. The efficiency of the latter policy depends upon the

network topology and the nature of channel establishment requests. Since these

Client Destination

Step 1 (propose bounds)

Step 2 (relax bounds)

Intermediate nodes

Figure 4-2 The distributed approach to divide performance bounds. In the forward
pass, nodes propose a value for their performance bounds, which may be relaxed by
the destination. On the reverse path, the (possibly modified) performance bounds are
committed at the intermediate nodes.
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properties are not yet known for future high-speed networks, we prefer for the

moment, the simpler policy that divides the performance bounds equally among all

nodes along the path.

 Performance bounds involving delays are additive, while performance

bounds involving loss rates are multiplicative. Therefore, an end-to-end delay

bound of 100 time units, in our example, would translate to a local delay bound of

10 units at each of the 10 queueing servers along the path of the channel, while an

end-to-end loss rate of 10-9 for the channel would translate to a loss rate of 10-10

at each of the queueing servers. 

 In the rest of the chapter, we will assume that the local performance bounds

have been determined, and will derive equations that tell us when it is safe to

accept a new channel.

4.4 QOS Menu 1: Specification and Mechanism

The first menu is the most general one among those we will consider. In this

case, the clients are offered the choice of specifying their performance require-

ments by means of three parameters, D, J and W. 

D is the bound on the end-to-end delay a cell may experience on the chan-

nel. The bound is deterministic in the sense that it is to be met under all circum-

stances, except in the case of a network failure.4 Since deterministic guarantees

tend to be expensive in terms of network resources, some clients may be willing to

settle for a statistical guarantee. In this case the delay is characterized by two

4. By a network failure, we mean a node crash or a link failure, whether due to hardware or software
failures or both. 
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parameters, D and Z, the new parameter Z being the probability that the delay will

be below the bound D. Notice that a value of 1 for Z implies that the delay guaran-

tee is deterministic, while a value of 0 for Z implies that no guarantees are being

given regarding delays.

J is the parameter describing delay jitter, defined as the maximum difference

between the delays experienced by any two cells on the channel. Since there is a

delay parameter associated with the channel as well, the delay of a cell is con-

strained to be within the interval (D-J, D). Thus, both the minimum and the maxi-

mum delay for the channel are being specified. The J parameter can also come

with a statistical flavor, i.e., with a probability parameter U. In this case, the proba-

bility that the delay of a cell is within D-J and D is at least U. 

W is the cell loss parameter. It determines the acceptable loss rate for the

channel. The probability that a cell sent on the channel is delivered successfully to

the receiver must be at least W. 

The menu consists of any combination of (D,Z), (J,U) and W. This is the

same menu that is offered by the real-time services described in [Ferrari 90c].

Some simple conditions must be satisfied for the service description to be well-

formed. Assuming that Dp is the propagation delay for the channel, we must have: 

 , (4-1)

, (4-2)

, (4-3)

, (4-4)

, 5 (4-5)

D DP≥

0 W 1≤ ≤

0 Z 1≤ ≤

0 U 1≤ ≤

J D DP−≤
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and 

. (4-6)

where ε is the line error rate.

These conditions do not impose any significant restrictions on the client. In

fact, these are the natural constraints that must hold in any network. These param-

eters, by means of one of the procedures described in Section 4.3, are divided into

local performance bounds for every intermediate node i, obtaining the parameters

di, zi, j
i, wi, ui which are self-explanatory6. These bounds have to be chosen so as

to allow for the end-to-end performance parameters to be satisfied. Some very sim-

ple rules that ensure this are: 

, (4-7)

, (4-8)

 where n is the last node, and 

, (4-9)

, (4-10)

. (4-11)

All of the conditions are based on the most pessimistic assumptions. Thus,

5. A higher bound on delay jitter can be specified by the client, but is unnecessary. 
6. In our notation a capital letter denotes an end-to-end performance bound, while a lower case letter
denotes a per-node performance bound. A superscript is used as an index for the node, and a sub-
script is used for a channel. Thus Di is the end-to-end delay of channel i, while dn

i is the local delay
bound of channel i at node n. When there is no ambiguity, we will drop either the subscript or the
superscript.

W ε≥

D di

i
∑ Dp+≥

J jn≥

W wi

i
∏=

Z zi

i
∏=

U ui

i
∏=
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a cell is considered delayed even if it is delayed at only one node. The condition is

pessimistic, and thus safe.

An explanation for equation (4-8) is in order. In this case, we are assuming

that the full reconstruction policy referred to in Section 3.4 is being used. The full

reconstruction policy and a detailed explanation for equation (4-8) are discussed in

the next subsection.

4.4.1 Reconstruction policy

As observed in Section 3.5, we model an output ATM link as a regulator-

scheduler pair. The regulator has the responsibility for reconstructing the original

traffic pattern of a channel. A partial reconstruction scheme was described in

Section 3.5, and we now describe a full reconstruction scheme.

We first explain why a full reconstruction scheme may be needed. If we want

to approximate the constant delay line abstraction, the input traffic pattern on a

channel (that is, the traffic pattern at the entrance to the network) must be main-

tained at the point where it leaves the network. The only deviation allowed for it is

the delay jitter bound specified by the client.

One way to achieve the constant delay line abstraction is to reconstruct the

input pattern at each node. In order to do so, the end-to-end delay bound is broken

into a set of local delay bounds. The scheduler in each node and the regulator in

the next node together provide a constant delay. The value of this local constant

delay is fixed by the mapping operation described in Section 4.3 so that the local

delays along the path of a channel satisfy equation (4-7). 
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If the scheduler in a node is able to tell the exact value of the delay experi-

enced in it by a cell to the next node, the regulator downstream can take the follow-

ing action: if the delay experienced is less than the delay bound, the cell is held for

the remaining amount of time (the delay bound minus the actual delay), otherwise

it is delivered to the scheduler immediately. If the delay experienced in the sched-

uler is less than the delay bound, then the holding in the next regulator ensures that

each cell experiences a constant amount of delay in each node until the last sched-

uler along the path of the channel. 

With this reconstruction scheme, the end-to-end delay variation of cells

along a channel equals the delay variation of cells in the last scheduler. This pro-

vides the justification for equation (4-8). Since the scheme works only when each

scheduler is able to meet its delay bound, the delay jitter guarantees are violated

whenever the delay guarantees are violated, and we must have:

; (4-12)

 if the nth node is the last one, we have

.7 (4-13)

Equations (4-12) and (4-13) state that the end-to-end jitter is limited by the

delay bound at the last node. In order to obtain a scheme that provides bounds on

delay and delay jitter (D,Z,J,U), it would be sufficient to develop a scheme that pro-

vides only delay bounds (D, Z). In view of the preceding, we will not talk of the delay

jitter parameter J or the statistical delay jitter parameter U in the subsequent sec-

tions. In those cases where equation (4-12) is not satisfied, we take Z to be the

7. To be more precise, the delay jitter should not include the constant service time for an ATM cell
at a queueing server, which is part of the delay bound. This makes no difference to our arguments.

U Z≤

dn jn J≤=
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maximum of U and Z. This increase in the value of Z is sufficient to meet the

required performance bounds.

Notice that the full reconstruction scheme assumes the availability of suffi-

cient buffer space to reconstruct the input traffic pattern. Since the maximum delay

of a cell in a regulator is the same as the maximum delay of a cell in the scheduler

at the previous node, the reconstruction process requires the same amount of

buffer space as the one allocated for the channel at the previous node. In a homo-

geneous network, with identical nodes and (most probably) identical delay bounds

at all nodes, the reconstruction process requires doubling the buffer space at each

switch.

4.4.2 Scheduling

In order to provide for any possible delays and loss rates, the scheduler at

each node must give proper priority to cells that have more stringent delay or loss

requirements. We can identify three distinct classes of channels in this case: the

channels with z equal to zero can be categorized into one class, the channels with

z equal to one can be categorized into another class and those with other values

of z can be put into yet another class. These three classes of service are the best-

effort, deterministic and statistical service categories. It is possible to break the sta-

tistical service category into a number of different classes, each class correspond-

ing to a different range of z values. Furthermore, the network may decide to put

channels with z greater than some particular threshold into the deterministic cate-

gory, and to demote the channels with z less than some other threshold into the

best-effort category.
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A good scheduling policy for this menu should take into account the different

delay and loss requirements of the cells present in the queue. Thus, it should take

into account all the three different performance parameters dealing with delays or

loss rates, namely d, z and w. Thus, the scheduling policy must give higher priority

to cells with more stringent delay requirements. Similarly, cells from a channel with

a higher value of z must be given a higher priority than those with a lower value, at

least in those cases in which the two cells have the same delay requirements. Cells

from channels with a lower value of w must be discarded before cells with a higher

value of w are. Thus, all the three different parameters affect our choice of the

scheduling policy.

Taking into account the fact that the w parameter can be used effectively to

determine whether or not to allow a cell into a node’s buffers, we can simplify our

approach by subdividing the problem into two components: (1) a scheme to admit

cells into the node, which depends only on the buffers available for the channel and

on its w parameter; and (2) a scheme to service cells already in the buffer, which

takes into account the delay parameters d and z. 

We take the delay parameter into account by using a variant of deadline-

based scheduling [Liu 73]. A cell from channel i which enters the node at time t is

assigned a deadline equal to t+di, the latter being the delay bound associated with

that channel at the node. When the choice of the next cell to be shipped is made,

the cell with the earliest deadline is serviced. In this way, the cells from delay-sen-

sitive channels get priority over the cells from other channels.

In order to account for z, the other delay parameter, the deadline given to
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the cells must also depend on the z value of the channel. However, there appears

to be no simple way to determine what this priority should be. Thus, we propose

the simple rule that, whenever a cell from a channel with a lower z value can cause

a cell from a channel with a higher z value to be delayed, the latter should be

shipped in preference to the former. In other words, a cell with a larger value of z

should not miss its deadline because of a lower priority cell (one with a smaller z

value). We also have to ensure that no cells that arrive later may miss a deadline

because a lower priority cell was allowed to go through.

Let us assume that there are M levels of queues for the scheduler. At level

i, the channels are guaranteed to have a z parameter higher than a certain value

ζi. In other words, all channels that required their z values to lie between ζi-1 and

ζi are put at level i. This discretization is to ensure an efficient implementation of

the scheduling policy. 

For each of the M queues, a list of the cells to be shipped on the output link

at that level is maintained. The list is kept sorted in the order of increasing dead-

lines. Whenever a cell is to be shipped, the deadlines of the cells at the heads of

all the queues are compared, and the cell at the lowest possible level which can be

transmitted without affecting the delay guarantees of channels at the higher levels

is allowed to go. Within each sorted queue, no two cells are allowed to have the

same deadline. The deadline of one of the cells is decreased (repeatedly if neces-

sary) to ensure this condition.The admission control policy ensures that this

decrease is always possible. 

Buffer space may be shared dynamically among all the channels, or allo-
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cated statically to individual channels, or managed according to some combination

of the previous two schemes. For the sake of simplicity, we will consider only a

static allocation of the buffer space. Each channel is assigned a certain number of

buffers that it is allowed to use. Buffers not used by a channel are wasted.

Let us examine the admission control policy that must be followed with this

scheduling policy and buffer management scheme.

4.4.3 Admission control

The admission control policy for this menu consists of a set of tests which

can be used to determine whether the delay constraints of a given set of channels

can be met. However, with the distributed method of delay allocation (see Section

4.3), the testing procedure must also be able to determine, during the forward trip

of the establishment message, the values of the performance bounds to be offered.

Thus, it must be able to determine the lower bounds on delays and loss rates that

can be offered to the new channel. In this section, we attempt to find the set of

admission control rules that will tell us when the performance guarantees of a set

of channels are safe.

The admission control problem on a per-node basis can be stated as fol-

lows. Suppose there are N channels accepted at a node. The performance param-

eters of the ith channel are di, zi and wi, and the traffic parameters are xmin,i, xave,i

and Ii. Can we develop a set of sufficient (perhaps not necessary) conditions which

ensure that the performance requirements of all the channels will be satisfied? 

Solution: Let us first attempt to develop a set of conditions which are suffi-
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cient to ensure that delays experienced by a cell from channel i will be within its

delay bound di with a probability higher than zi. 

Following the paradigm used in the Berkeley approach to real-time channel

establishment [Ferrari 90a], we simplify the problem by identifying two potential

causes for missing a deadline: (1) an arrival rate higher than the maximum possible

service rate for an extended period, and (2) the presence of cells with conflicting

delay requirements. We ensure that condition (1) does not occur with a probability

exceeding (1-zi), and that condition (2) is never present in the absence of condition

(1). 

Condition (1) can be avoided by ensuring that

(4-14)

where t is the time required to transmit a cell on the output line, xmin,i is the mini-

mum inter-cell arrival time for channel i, and N is the number of channels present

at the node (including the new one). This imposes a situation in which the worst-

case arrival rate can never exceed the service rate.

In order to avoid condition (2), i.e., to avoid conflicts due to the presence of

cells with different deadlines, we will attempt to find a bound on the maximum delay

a cell can experience in a node with the deadline-based scheduling policy

described in Section 4.3, provided equation (4-14) is satisfied. The delay bound

offered to a channel is safe if it is larger than this maximum delay. (The maximum

delays are computed by using Theorem 4-1 described below).

t
xmin i,

1,≤
i 1=

N

∑
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If condition (1) and (2) are both satisfied, the delay bound is always met. In

those cases where we are allowed to miss a few deadlines (zi < 1), we ensure that

condition (1) holds with a probability higher than zi, and that condition (2) holds

whenever condition (1) holds. The computation of this probability is done by means

of equations (4-20) and (4-21) to be presented later in this section.

In order to meet the loss rate performance guarantee, we ensure that we

allocate sufficient buffers to each channel in the node. ❚8

We now prove the theorems required in order to complete this solution.

Theorem 4-1 Let channel i in a node have a local delay bound di, let K be

the set of all channels in the node with local delay bounds smaller or equal to di,

and let L be the set of channels with higher delay bounds. If the channels in sets K

and L taken together satisfy equation (4-14), then dmax,i, the maximum delay of a

cell on channel i with the deadline-based scheduling policy, satisfies the relation: 

, (4-15)

where  is the number of channels in set K.

Proof: Let us define a busy period of a node as a continuous interval during

which there is at least one cell present in the scheduling queue from any channel.

Without loss of generality, assume that a given busy period started at time 0. Let

us mark a cell from channel i which arrived at time T and refer to it as the tagged

cell. Recalling that the deadline-based scheduling scheme assigns a deadline

8. A ❚ marks the end of a solution or proof.

dmax i, K 1+( ) t
di dk−
xmin k,

t
k K∈
∑+

 
 ≤

K
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equal to x + di to a cell arriving on channel i at time x, the deadline assigned to the

tagged cell was T+di. 

The delay experienced by the tagged cell in the queue is due to the servicing

of cells which arrived during the same busy period and had a deadline smaller than

that of the tagged cell. Set K consists of channels whose delay bounds are equal

to9 or smaller than that of channel i, and therefore a cell that arrived on channel

 would have a deadline smaller than that of the tagged cell if it arrived in the

interval (0, T + di -dk). 

Suppose the tagged cell’s delay in the scheduling queue is d, that is, it is

serviced at time T+d. The delay of the tagged cell is the difference between the

sum of the service times of cells that were serviced in the period (0,T+d) and the

length of the period (0,T). The length of the period (0,T) is obviously T. 

Let us try to determine the maximum number of cells that can be serviced

at the node in the interval (0,T+d). This can be done by computing the maximum

number of cells that can be serviced in that period on any of the other channels,

belonging either to set K (those with lower delay bounds) or to set L (those with

higher delay bounds). 

We know that the tagged cell arrived at time T and had a deadline of T+di.

Therefore, it may have had to wait for all the cells that arrived on a channel 

in the interval (0, T + di -dk). In the worst case, there could be

 such cells. The maximum time spent servicing cells from

channels in set K in the period (0, T+d) is at most . 

9. It follows that set K includes channel i as well.

k K∈

k K∈

T di dk−+( ) xmin k,⁄

T di dk−+( ) xmin k,⁄ t
k K∈
∑
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Cells arriving on a channel  in the time-interval (0,T+di-dm) will be

assigned a deadline lower than that of the tagged cell and serviced before it. How-

ever, some of the cells that arrive in the interval (T+di-dm, T) may also be serviced

before the tagged cell. This situation may arise if such a cell has the lowest dead-

line among all the cells in the scheduling queue at a time when the tagged cell did

not arrive. As a pessimistic assumption, we assume that all cells on a channel

 that arrive in the time-interval (0,T) are serviced before the tagged cell. The

number of such cells on channel m could at most be . We are using the

floor operator here since cells that arrived on a channel in set L at the same time

as the tagged cell will be serviced after the tagged cell, and therefore will not be

serviced in the period (0,T+d). 

The floor operator ignores the situation when a cell with a larger deadline

happens to arrive just before the tagged cell and is serviced promptly. However,

there can be at most one cell of this type. Therefore, the maximum time spent in

servicing cells from channels in set L in the period (0, T+d) is at most

. 

 Therefore, dmax,i, the worst-case delay of the tagged cell, satisfies the ine-

quality: 

, (4-16)

where t is the service time for one cell. Since  and , we find that:

, (4-17)

m L∈

m L∈

T xmin m,⁄

T xmin m,⁄ t
m L∈
∑ t+

dmax i,
T di dk−+

xmin k,

t
k K∈
∑ T

xmin l,

t
l L∈
∑ t T−+ +≤

x x 1+≤ x x≤

dmax i,
T di dk−+

xmin k,
1+

 
 

k K∈
∑ T

xmin l,l L∈
∑ 1+ + t T−≤
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which, after some simple algebraic manipulation, can be found to be equivalent to:

 . (4-18)

If equation (4-14) is enforced, the first term in equation (4-18) is always neg-

ative, and we obtain equation (4-15). ❚

Theorem 4-2 If condition (4-14) holds at a node, the delay requirements of

channel i will be satisfied if:

. (4-19)

Proof: follows from Theorem 4-1 and the fact that the maximum delay

should be less than di. ❚

The preceding two theorems give us a scheme to guarantee deterministic

delay bounds. Our approach to providing statistical delay bounds was to allow

equation (4-14) to be violated sometimes. Furthermore, the scheduling policy

described in Section 4.3 had M scheduling levels with level l having a probability of

deadline overflow less than ζl.

 Let us assume that the worst case for violating condition (4-14) is when all

the channels are either transmitting at their peak rates or not transmitting at all. The

probability pi that a channel i is transmitting is given by , and the prob-

ability that a given combination C of channels is transmitting at any time is given by

 (4-20)

dmax i, T
t

xmin m,m K L∪∈
∑ 1−( )

di dk−
xmin k,

t
k K∈
∑ K 1+( ) t+ +≤

di K 1+( ) t
di dk−
xmin k,

t
k K∈
∑+≥

xmin i, xave i,⁄

Pr C( ) pi
i C∈
∏( ) 1 pk−( )

k C∉
∏=
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Let us consider the channels that are accepted at the scheduling level j,

enumerate the combinations which do not satisfy condition (4-14), and add up all

these probabilities. This gives the probability of deadline overflow at scheduling

level j for the statistical guarantees. Let the probability of overflow (that is the value

of equation (4-20)) at level j be given by Pj. The admission control test would con-

sist of verifying that at level l: 

(4-21)

Although the evaluation of the probability as described by equation (4-20)

may appear to take exponential time, accurate fast approximations can be

obtained, such as the one described in Appendix 1.

We must ensure that the delay bounds are met whenever condition (4-14)

is satisfied. Thus, we need to verify that equation (4-19) holds for all combinations

of channels in levels (0... l-1) which satisfy condition (4-14). 

To provide channels with loss rate guarantees, we need to determine the

sufficient amount of buffer space to allocate to each channel. 

Theorem 4-3 If a cell on channel i does not spend more than T time units at

a node, and the channel has a minimum inter-cell interval xmin,i, then at most

 cells from that channel can be present at the node at any time. 

Proof: Suppose m cells are present at the node in the worst case. The first

cell must have experienced a delay of at least mxmin,i, since no two cells arrive

closer than xmin,i. Since this time has to be less than T, it follows that .❚

ζl Pj
j l≤
∑≤

T xmin i,⁄

m T
xmin i,

≤
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In order to obtain the maximum possible buffer space required by a channel,

we notice that a cell on a deterministic channel i (with zi =1) never stays at a node

longer than its delay bound di, and at most  cells from that channel may

be present at the node at any time. Also, suppose Imax is the maximum value of I

among all the channels. Let us enforce the condition

, (4-22)

where i is any channel at the node. Since the average inter-cell interval xave,i is

maintained by channel i over every time interval of length Ii or more, we know that

the average rate is also maintained in the period of Imax. Thus, the node will always

become idle once in every interval of length Imax, and channel i will not have more

than  cells present in the node at any time.

Notice that condition (4-22) needs to be enforced only if there is at least one

channel i such that . In those situations where the two parameters are

equal for all the channels, condition (4-14) implies condition (4-22).

It follows that buffer overflow will not occur for channel i if we allocate Bi buff-

ers indicated by the following relation:

 . (4-23)

When we have to provide statistical channels with a loss rate guarantee, we

can distinguish the following two cases. When w < z, we can simply drop all the

cells that are delayed beyond their required delay bound. Thus, these channels can

be assigned buffer space as if they had a deterministic delay bound and a loss rate

di xmin i,⁄

t
xave i,i

∑ 1<

Imax xave i,⁄

xave i, xmin i,>

Bi min
di

xmin i,

Imax

xave i,
,

 
 =
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of w/z. On the other hand, if w > z, no cells will be lost if we allocate Bi buffers, with 

. (4-24)

In case the bound offered by equation (4-24) is too large, we can reduce the

allocation for statistical channels in the following manner. The probability that a cell

on channel i that has been placed in the scheduling queue at level l will miss its

deadline is at most ζl, so an allocation of buffers as given by equation (4-23) is not

going to cause a loss rate of more than 1−ζl (which is less than the promised loss

rate of zi to the channel, and therefore safe). Thus, the expected length of an over-

load (i.e. a period when cells will miss their deadlines) should not exceed I(1−ζi).

Thus, a more reasonable estimate of the buffer space required to avoid cell losses

is 

. (4-25)

In order to reduce the buffer space allocation for channels that can tolerate

losses (w < 1), we can reduce the allocation to bi buffers, with 

. (4-26)

As a summary of this sub-section, we assert:

Theorem 4-4 Given a set of channels, with the ith channel having traffic

parameters xmin,i, xave,Ii and performance parameters (di,zi) and wi, the perfor-

mance of each channel in the set can be guaranteed with the scheduling and

reconstruction policies described in Section 4.4.1 and 4.3 if the inequalities (4-14),

(4-19), (4-21) and (4-22) are satisfied, and buffer space satisfying equation (4-

Bi

Imax

xave i,
=

Bi
Imax 1 ζl−( )

xmin i,

=

bi Biwi=
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26) is available.

Proof: follows from the discussion above. ❚

4.4.4 Performance

In this section, we evaluate the admission control policy presented in

Section 4.3? We are interested in the following questions:

(1)  Given a set of standard channels, how many can be accepted by the

admission control strategy described in Section 4.3?

(2)  What are the characteristics that determine the number of channels

accepted by this admission control policy? For what spectrum of traffic char-

acteristics is this strategy good and for what spectrum is it bad?

(3)  What are the typical real-time traffic utilizations of a node permitted by

this admission control strategy?

(4)  How close are the actual delay bounds to the predicted delay bounds?

Are we being too pessimistic in adopting this admission control policy?

(5)  What are the buffer utilizations produced by this admission control pol-

icy? How do they compare to the allocated amounts of buffer space?

We obtained answers to these questions by means of a simulator written in

CSIM [Schwetman 90]. Recalling that the performance distribution mechanism

allows us to concentrate on the per-node admission control policy, we can limit our-

selves to simulating the behavior of a node under loads of different kinds. In order
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to answer questions (1) and (2), we used homogeneous loads, i.e., channels where

all the parameters have identical traffic and performance parameters. Later on in

this section, we shall examine the performance of the scheme under the case of

heterogeneous load, where different channels have different traffic characteristics

and performance requirements. 

In the homogeneous load case, suppose we can accept N real-time chan-

nels. Let the node have B buffers available for real-time channels, and let these

channels be all deterministic. We know that we are constrained by the tests in

equation(4-14), (4-19) and (4-23). By simplifying these equations, we obtain: 

 , (4-27)

where gdet is the function that tells how many channels can be accepted when buff-

ers are the bottleneck resource. This function can be expressed by means of the

following equation: 

(4-28)

Equation (4-27) identifies the three possible cases for the rejection of a

channel, namely the lack of buffer resources, the lack of bandwidth resources, and

the inability to provide the required delay bound. While buffers and bandwidth are

usually looked upon as network resources, equation (4-27) shows that delay con-

straints should also be viewed as another network resource. The three resources

impose different kinds of constraints on the number of channels accepted, which

may lie in the shaded region in Figure 4-3. 

Ndet min d
t

xmin

t
gdet B d w I xmin xave, , , , ,( ), ,( )=

gdet B d w I xmin xave, , , , ,( ) B min d
xmin

I
xave

,
 
  w

 
 ⁄=
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In order to understand the behavior of the admission control scheme, let us

examine a simple switch with buffer space for B cells (B = 1000). On the basis of

the results of Chapter 2, we can conclude that I/xave can be approximately set at

20. Let us further assume that all channels have w = 1. For the sake of simplicity,

let us also assume that there is no burstiness, that is, xmin = xave. Let us see how

many channels can be accepted by our scheme in this situation when xmin is 100

time units.

Figure 4-3 tells us that, for a delay bound d less than 100 time units, we can

only accept d channels. For a delay bound between 100 and 1000 time units, we

 

Bxmin Bxmin,( )

xmin xmin,( ) B xmin,( )

Delay bound

Number of accepted channels 

Buffer Constraint

bandwidth constraint 

delay constraint

Figure 4-3 The effect of different resources on the number of deterministic channels that can
be accepted at a node under homogeneous load. Buffer space, bandwidth and delay require-
ments impose three constraints on the number of channels that can be accepted. Any num-
ber of channels which satisfies all the three constraints can be accepted. In this figure, the
safe region is shown by means of shading. In real networks, the constraints imposed by buff-
ers are usually less restrictive. 

B I
xave

⁄
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can accept 100 channels, while for delay bounds larger than a 1000 time units the

number of accepted channels gradually decreases, and asymptotically we can

accept 50 channels. Thus, the best performance of the admission control scheme

is in the range where delay constraints are between 100 and 1000 time units.

The number of successfully established channels will be higher in the case

of statistical channels. The additional parameter introduced here is the statistical

delay parameter z, which can affect the test in equation (4-21). The buffer alloca-

tion for the statistical channels is also different from that of the deterministic chan-

nels. (see equations (4-23) and (4-25).

The number of statistical channels accepted in the homogeneous statistical

case is given by equation (4-29):

(4-29)

The function gstat is defined by the relationship:

. (4-30)

The value of fstat is the cardinality of the largest set of channels that satisfies

equation (4-21). In the case of homogeneous channels, the values of fstat is the

largest integer N that satisfies equation (4-31), where  and :

 . (4-31)

 Function fstat is plotted in Figure 4-4. The dependence of fstat on z is influ-
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enced by the ratio of the minimum to the average inter-cell spacings. It can be seen

that even a small change in the value of z can cause a significant increase in the

value of fstat specially at lower values of the ratio xmin/xave. A corollary of this fact

is that a statistical channel is going to be much cheaper than a deterministic chan-

nel when bandwidth is the bottleneck resource.

Our analysis until now has provided answers to the first two questions in the

beginning of this section. Let us now look at the third question, and examine how

the utilization of a node depends on the different traffic parameters considered so

far. 

In order to understand how the utilization of a node depends on the different

parameters mentioned so far, we first look at the case of a deterministic channel

only. We are still looking at the homogeneous load case, where all the channels

have identical properties. In order to further simplify our presentation, let us

assume that the parameters w and I are identical for all channels. For a determin-

0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60
0
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60 p = 1/6
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p = 1/2

(1 - z)

Number of Channels

Figure 4-4  Variation of fstat according to equation (4-31). The two major factors influ-
encing the shape of this curve are z and p. p is the ratio of the minimum to the average
inter-cell intervals. (1-z) is the probability of missing a delay bound. 
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istic channel, bandwidth is reserved on basis of the parameter xmin and not on the

basis of xave. Let us assume that the two parameters have equal values.

We can isolate two cases here. When there are sufficient buffers available,

the utilization of the node depends mainly on the delay requirement of the chan-

nels. If d, the local delay bound of a channel, is less than xmin, its minimum inter-

cell spacing, the utilization is constrained to be , but, if the delay require-

ment is larger, a 100% node utilization can be achieved. 

At least  buffers are required per channel in

order to achieve 100% utilization. If those many buffers are not available, the utili-

zation is constrained by the buffer space available at the node. These dependen-

cies of node utilization can be seen in Figure 4-5.

The utilizations shown in Figure 4-5 assume that the average and minimum

inter-cell spacings are the same. The maximum possible utilization (100%) can be

d xmin⁄

Breq min d xmin,( )( ) tw( )⁄=

delay

xmin

B > Breq 

B < Breq 

Utilization

100%

Figure 4-5 Variation of deterministic node utilization with channel parameters, assuming xmin and xave
are the same. Breq is the minimum number of buffers required to obtain a 100% node utiliza-
tion. 
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reached if the delay bound is large and enough buffers are available. In those

cases where they are different (which is likely in real traffic patterns), the utilization

will be further reduced by the ratio between xmin and xave.

The study of utilization for statistical channels can also be broken into two

cases. In the first case, where delay bounds are tighter than the minimum inter-cell

interval (d < xmin), the utilizations for deterministic and statistical channels are iden-

tical. In the second case, where the delay bounds are larger than the minimum

inter-cell interval, the utilization depends on the function fstat. 

Figure 4-6 shows the node utilization for the same type of channels as in

Figure 4-4. While the number of channels accepted depends on the ratio of the

average to the minimum inter-cell spacing, the effective node utilization is more or

less independent of this burstiness ratio. The figure shows that statistical channels

can achieve an appreciable gain in maximum possible node utilization. Let p be the

ratio between xmin and xave. For deterministic channels, the maximum utilization of
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0.0
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Figure 4-6  Variation of utilization for statistical channels. p is the ratio of the minimum to the aver-
age inter-cell intervals. (1-z) is the probability of missing a delay bound. 
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the node is bound to be less than p. However, for statistical channels, utilization

can be much larger. Notice that even a small change in the value of z can result in

a fairly substantial increase in the value of node utilization. 

Up till now, we have only considered the homogeneous case, where all the

channels are identical. Let us consider a situation where channels may belong to

any type and can have any values for the performance requirements. In this case,

the utilization of a node depends on the characteristics of the set of channels that

have been established through the node. 

In order to study heterogeneity, we considered channels with different delay

bounds and different peak and average bandwidths. A mixture of channel types,

with per-node delay bounds uniformly distributed between 10 and 100 time units,

was chosen. A similar bound for xmin was also chosen. The burstiness of each

channel was uniformly chosen between 2 and 10 (in other words, xave was 2 to 10

times xmin). Under these assumptions, we measured the expected average utiliza-

tion of a typical node. All the channels had identical z parameters, and the sched-

uler was assumed to have only one level of scheduling (M=1). The maximum

possible utilizations of the node produced by these simulations are plotted in

Figure 4-7. The figure also shows the expected utilization when the traffic is more

bursty, with a burstiness ratio uniformly chosen between 2 and 20, and between 2

and 50. For very stringent values of z (greater than 1-10-7), the utilization is low

(roughly 30%). However, for less stringent values of z (e.g., 1-10-4), the utilization

improves (to about 48%). Thus, the algorithm seems to perform satisfactorily when

the burstiness is between 2 and 10. At higher burstiness of traffic, the utilization is

somewhat lower. The 99% confidence intervals for the expected utilization in this
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figure are about 0.02 for each of the curves. 

In order to determine how realistic our bounds are for the actual delays and

loss rates (questions (4) and (5) at the beginning of this section), we measured the

buffer and delay distributions for a channel in our scheme. Our bounds are pessi-

mistic, so we expected a large difference between the average delays and our

bounds. The distributions of buffer spaces occupied and delays are shown in

Figure 4-8 for a channel selected from the simulations just referred to. The channel

had a delay bound of 62 time units, a peak arrival rate of one cell every 12 time

units and a burstiness ratio of about 4. The arrival pattern of cells on all channels

sharing the link was a bunch process (as described in Section 1.3.1), and the node

utilization was about 60%. The probability of missing the channel’s deadline in our

scheme was 0.05. However, out of about 105 cells transmitted over the channel in

our simulation experiment, no cell missed its deadline. The bounds that are com-

puted for admission control are valid for any kind of traffic pattern, and thus tend to
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Figure 4-7 The average utilization of a node subject to admission control for QOS menu
1 under a mixed traffic load. The 99% confidence limits for all the three curves are approx-
imately 0.02.
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be much larger than the maximum delays we actually observed in simulations. If

we were able to make further assumptions about the traffic arrival patterns, a better

bound on cell delay and buffer occupancy could be obtained. 
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Figure 4-8 The distribution of delays and buffers required on a channel in our admission
control scheme. The allocated delay bound and buffer space are marked on the curves.
The curves show a break in the first bin, to accommodate large values of the fraction
in the graph. Thus 70% of the cells had a delay of one time unit while about 99.99% of
the cells found that there was no her cell from the same channel present when they
arrived at the node.
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4.5 QOS Menu 2: Specification and Mechanism

Let us now shift our focus to a network which is extremely fast and where

buffers are scarcer than bandwidth. In these cases, a client specifies its QOS

requirements by declaring a bound on the maximum acceptable loss rate W. As in

the discussion of the previous menu, we assume that the end-to-end value of the

bound has been broken down into per-node bounds. Let the value of this bound for

channel i at a node be wi. Thus, the problem is that of determining when a request

for a new channel can be accepted by the node.

The specification is well-formed if the following condition is satisfied:

 , (4-32)

which simply says that w is a probability and so cannot lie outside the (0...1) range.

4.5.1 Scheduling and reconstruction policy

Although it is possible to design a scheduling scheme which discriminates

in terms of priority between channels with even slightly different values of the loss

bound, such a scheme would typically not be useful. In a practical network, we can

break the QOS menu down into a small number of classes. The number of classes

can be anywhere from, say 2 to 16, depending on the network characteristics and

traffic requirements. Let us assume that there are M such levels.

Since buffer space is much more important than the actual scheduling of

cells in this case, the buffer space management policy deserves our attention. The

scheduling scheme can consist of a number of levels, with a simple priority rule

governing them. Low loss channels will be given preference over channels with a

0 w 1≤ ≤
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higher loss rate bound. The idea behind this scheduling scheme is that cells from

a channel with higher priority will tend to occupy less buffer space since they spend

less time in the node. Thus, the same amount of buffers would result in a lower

loss-rate for higher priority traffic than for lower priority traffic. Within each priority

class, cells are serviced on a first-come-first-served basis. This scheduling policy

is simple enough to be implemented in high-speed networks.10

As far as buffer space is concerned, the following policies are possible: 

(1) All the channels sharing an output link share the same buffer space.

Thus, the buffer space is shared dynamically between low priority and high priority

channels. The advantage of the sharing is that buffers are used more efficiently.

However, a scheme that requires channels with higher priorities to have preferen-

tial access to the buffers is desired. 

(2) On the other hand, we could try a policy in which buffers are statically

allocated to individual channels. This architecture protects channels from one

another, so that a misbehaving client cannot invade the buffer space allocated to

other clients. However, the efficiency of buffer usage is much lower. 

(3) Somewhere in the middle, we have a policy where the buffer space is

divided statically among different levels and dynamically among channels at the

same level. 

Recalling the fact that the regulator in our scheme is able to protect chan-

10. The simple first-come-first-served disciplines dangerous because a misbehaving channel can
ruin the performance for all the clients. However, as explained later in this section, our rate-control
module prevents that from happening. 
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nels from one another, static buffer allocation loses its main appeal. We could,

therefore, opt for a dynamic sharing of buffers, but, since sharing of buffers by

channels with different loss rate requirements is complex, we propose that only

channels with the same loss rates share buffers. Thus, the third architecture

appears to be the best of the above options.

We shall now describe the buffer architecture for the regulator. The regulator

will have buffers shared dynamically by all channels. Thus, it needs a scheme to

protect channels from one another. One such scheme would be to admit cells into

the node on the basis of their expected arrival times. If buffer space were at a pre-

mium, a cell which was expected further in future should be dropped in preference

to a cell which was expected in the near future. 

 The regulator mechanism (implemented using calendar queues) described

in Section 3.5 provides us with an efficient way to implement this scheme. A calen-

dar queue is maintained for each clock tick, and contains a list of cells that are

expected at that time. 

Suppose N0 is the total number of calendar queues implemented in the reg-

ulator and t0 is the value of one clock tick, then cells that have a difference larger

than N0t0 between the actual arrival time and the expected arrival time should be

dropped. The role of the regulator is very important since, in the absence of its rate

control functionality, the simple priority scheduler we have proposed would not be

able to provide different grades of service.

The regulator can implement either a full or a partial reconstruction policy.

We recommend the use of a partial reconstruction policy since bounds on delay jit-
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ter are not important in the context of this QOS menu. A description of the partial

reconstruction policy can be found in Section 3.5.

4.5.2  Admission Control

Suppose there are M classes of service, with level i offering a minimum

quality of service marked by a buffer overflow probability not greater than 1-ηi. In

this case, all channels with a value of w between ηi and ηi-1 are put into level i. We

assume that levels are counted starting from 1 and that η0 is 0.

In order to bound the loss rate at a level of the scheduler, we use the same

approach as that which yielded equation (4-20). The assumption here is that we

allow cells to be lost whenever there is an overflow. An overflow for a level is

defined as a situation where channels at that level do not satisfy condition (4-14),

and can be evaluated in a manner analogous to that in equation (4-20). Suppose

the probability of an overflow at level j is Φj. Cells may be lost at a level if there is

an overflow in any of the higher priority levels. Thus, we must enforce the condition

that 

(4-33)

at all levels (i.e., for all values of i).

Theorem 4-5 Let K be the set of channels existing at scheduling level j and

let L be the set of channels existing at higher levels (that is, levels 1...j). Let there

be Mj channels in set L, and Nj channels in set K. If there is no overflow at any of

the levels 1...j, then no cells will be lost if we allocate Mj+Nj buffers to level j.

ηi Φj
j i≤
∑≥
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Proof: In this case, if all these channels are simultaneously active, let the

number of cells present at time T after the start of a busy cycle be NT. By this time,

some of the cells that arrived on the Mj higher channels are serviced and whenever

there were no cells present from the these channels, that time was used to service

cells from the channels at level j. Let us make a conservative estimate and say that

all the cells that arrived on the Mj channels by the time T have been serviced and

that all the cells at the jth level remain in the queue. Hence,

 . (4-34)

Since  can be bounded above by , and  can be bounded

above by , we can simplify the above expression to obtain that

 . (4-35)

If the sets K and L have no overflow, we know that , and

can further obtain:

 . (4-36)

This suffices to prove the theorem. ❚

Theorem 4-6 Suppose there is an overflow in one of the levels 1...j, that is

equation (4-33) is violated for one of the layers 1...j. Suppose we want to select the

largest set of channels from all the channels accepted at layers 1...j without caus-

ing an overflow (that is, equation (4-33) is not violated if we only consider channels

from this set). One such set can be obtained by choosing channels with the largest

values of xmin until we just reach the condition .

NT
T

xmin,kk K∈
∑ T

t
T

xmin l,l L∈
∑−

 
 −≤

x x 1+( ) x

x

NT Nj Mj
T
t

1
t

xmin k,k K L∪( )∈
∑−( )−+≤
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t
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Proof: The selected set satisfies . Since replacing any channel

in the selected set would mean replacing it with a channel with a higher value of

xmin, this condition would be violated. ❚

Theorem 4-7 Suppose we determine the size of the largest set which satis-

fies  according to the scheme described in Theorem 4-6, and allocate

those many buffers to be dynamically shared between all channels at level j; the

loss-rate of a channel at level i is less than  as given by equation (4-33). 

Proof: Whenever  at all levels 1..i,Theorem 4-5 implies that the

maximum number of buffers occupied by all the channels at those levels can not

exceed the one provided by Theorem 4-6, therefore losses can only occur if this

condition is violated. The probability of this occuring is bounded by  as given by

equation (4-33).

Satisfying equations (4-33) ensures that the probability of overflow (which

can now be seen as the probability of cell loss) is low enough to meet the loss

requirements of all channels at that level. Notice that, if an extra channel is added

to the set L of Theorem 4-5(which means adding a channel at a higher priority level

than level j), an extra buffer needs to be assigned to level j. This implies that ensur-

ing a lower loss rate to a channel requires more buffers, one at each level below

the one in which the channel is added. As expected, channels without stringent

loss requirements are less expensive for the network.

The reader has certainly noticed that the number of cells given by equation

(4-36) is a bound on the total number of cells that can be present in the node from

all levels 1...j and not merely on the cells at level j. Thus, we are examining the

t
xmin

∑ 1=

t
xmin

∑ 1=

ηi

t
xmin

∑ 1=

ηi
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worst possible situation, one where no cell from the jth level is serviced until all cells

from the higher priority levels are serviced. 

Let us consider the case where no overflows are allowed at any level. At this

time, adding a channel to a higher priority level requires allocating a buffer for all

levels below that priority level. However, when a channel is added after an overflow

situation is present, we only need to add a buffer if the largest set of channels in

which there is no overflow changes, i.e., if the sets K and L considered in the der-

ivation of equation (4-36) change and the value of  changes. Thus, there

may be cases when extra buffers may not be needed to be added at any level on

the acceptance of a channel. 

In the next section, we will study the performance of the admission control

policy described here.

4.5.3 Performance

Studying the performance of menu 2 means answering the following ques-

tions:

(1)  How do the actual loss rates compare to the predicted loss rates for a

channel?

(2)  How do the buffer requirements of channels at different priority levels

compare?

We answered these questions by means of a simulator written in CSIM

[Schwetman 90]. In order to determine the expected utilization of the node, we sim-

Nj Mj+
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ulated an ATM output queue with 4 levels of priority. The loss requirements at these

priority levels were fixed at 10-2, 10-4, 10-6 and 10-8 respectively. We assumed that

a channel establishment request could fall into one of these ranges with equal

probability, that the minimum inter-cell spacing (xmin) was uniformly distributed

between 10 and 100 time units11 (one time unit being the time to transmit one ATM

cell), and that a channel’s peak rate was between 2 and 10 times its average rate.

The value of I was 500 time units for all the channels. A channel was equally likely

to belong to any of the four QOS classes, and was accepted subject to the admis-

sion control tests outlined in the previous section.

Figure 4-9 shows the histogram of buffer occupancy for the four different

types of channels in a typical simulation run with a node utilization of about 70%.

The simulation was run for a duration of about 109 simulated time units. While this

duration is sufficient to estimate the number of buffers required up to loss rates of

10-4 with a reasonable confidence interval,12 it is inadequate to get a good esti-

mate of it for a loss rate of 10-6 or 10-8. In order to keep our simulations runs to a

reasonable length, we adopted a curve-fitting method to obtain the buffer space

required at these low probabilities of loss. We first obtained the number of buffers

required for loss rates from 10-1 to 10-4. Assuming that low loss rates can be

approximated reasonably well by an exponential distribution curve, we obtained

the least-square best fit to these points, and extrapolated it to a loss rate of less

11. The workload chosen for the simulation may appear to be arbitrary. However, since good vali-
dated models of traffic in future high speed networks are not available, a uniform choice of charac-
teristics seems to capture the expected heterogeneity in traffic requirements quite well.
12. To get an estimate of a loss rate of 10-x, we need to have at least 10-x+2 cells for just one mea-
surement of the buffer space required for this loss rate; assuming that we need 100 measurements to
get a good estimate of the buffer space required, we need to simulate at least 10-x+4 cells. With a
utilization of 70% in our simulations, this translates to simulating for a time-period of at least 10-x+5

time units.
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than 10-8
. In this manner, we were able to avoid excessively long simulations. 

It can be seen from the histogram of buffer occupancy that our allocation is

still conservative.The histogram has been plotted for about 200 million cells for
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Figure 4-9 The histogram of buffer distributions for a typical simulation experiment for QOS
menu 2. 
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each type of traffic. While it may appear counterintuitive that cells belonging to

more lossy channels occupy more buffers, it is a result of the scheduling policy

which gives higher priority to low loss channels.The total allocated buffer space for

the four different types of channels were generally higher than the ones actually

used. The only loss observed was for type 3 traffic where 0.001% of cells were lost.

 Figure 4-10 shows the amount of buffer space required by each type of traf-

fic at different loads. All four types of channels require almost the same amount of

buffer space on the average, but the confidence intervals for higher loss traffic are

higher. This is because, for that traffic, buffer allocation is more dependent on the

number of accepted channels at higher levels, and thus more variable.The total

amount of buffer space, even at utilizations of about 80% is less than 1000 buffers.

Thus, the scheme appears to be well within the bounds of current technology.

4.6 QOS Menu 3: Specification and Mechanism

While the first menu applied to the more general case where both bandwidth

and buffers were in balanced supply, the second menu applied to the case where

bandwidth was plentiful and buffers were the only scarce commodity. In between

these two extremes, there may be a situation where bandwidth may not be that

cheap, and channels may still require some delay guarantees. However, QOS

menus would not offer a continuous range of services, but would offer only a small

number of delay and loss rate choices. In this section, we present one such QOS

menu and show how it can be implemented by a suitable scheduling and admission

control mechanism.

In QOS menu 3, clients can declare their performance requirements to
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belong to any of the following three types at channel establishment time:13

(1)   Class 0 Traffic: this traffic is typically smooth , and requires

a delay smaller than d0 per switching node and no cell losses due to buffer

overflows.

(2)  Class 1 Traffic: this traffic is bursty, and requires a delay smaller than d1

per switching node. Cell loss probabilities due to a missed delay bound or

due to buffer overflows are less than a certain probability bound w1. 

(3)  Class 2 Traffic: this traffic is bursty, requires no delay bounds, but must

13. These traffic types are based somewhat loosely on one of the CCITT recommendations
[CCITT G.142]

Figure 4-10  Amount of buffer space required for different types of channels at a node for
QOS menu 2. Vertical lines represent 99% confidence intervals. 
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have no cell losses due to buffer overflows.

Like QOS menu 2, this menu is a special case of QOS menu 1. If the per-

formance requirements of a channel are specified by means of three parameters,

(its delay bound d, the probability z of not missing a deadline, and the probability w

of not losing a cell), then class 0 traffic has (d=d0, z = 1, w =1); class 1 traffic can

be treated as (d = d1, z = w1, w = w1), and class 2 traffic has a very large value of

the delay bound, but w = 1. In this special case, we can use a simpler scheduling

policy than the deadline-based scheduling scheme described in Section 4.3.

4.6.1 Scheduling and reconstruction policy

Keeping in mind that the delay requirements of class 0 channels are more

stringent than the delay requirements of class 1 channels, the first choice of a

scheduling scheme appears to be one that gives priority to class 0 traffic over class

1. Such a scheme is studied in [Murase 89], where the authors show that it mini-

mizes the influence of class 1 traffic on class 0 traffic.

Class 1 traffic is delay sensitive, and so must be given priority over class 2

traffic. In each ATM switch, three queues are maintained at each output port: one

for cells belonging to each class. Each queue is managed on a first come first

served basis. When the node must choose the next cell to be transmitted, the

scheduler picks a class 0 cell, if one is present. Otherwise any existing class 1 cell

is transmitted. Class 2 cells are transmitted only when no cells from any of the

upper classes are present.This scheduling mechanism results in good delay char-

acteristics for class 1 traffic [Todorova 90a]. 
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This is a simple priority scheduling mechanism, which can be implemented

at the high speeds required for B-ISDN networks. Certainly, this is not the optimum

scheduling scheme for an ATM network; complex algorithms will in general perform

much better [Fitzpatrick 89][Chen 89]. However, these algorithms may not be fea-

sible at high speeds. 

Like QOS menu 2, QOS menu 3 can also operate only in conjunction with

the partial reconstruction (and rate control policy) described in Chapter 3. The

reconstruction policy is needed to protect channels from one another.

4.6.2 Admission Control

When a switch receives an establishment request message, it performs

some or all of the following tests: 

(1)  the class 0 bandwidth test, required when the channel to be established

belongs to class 0, and involving the existing class 0 channels sharing the

same output link; 

(2)  the class 1 bandwidth test, to be performed for the establishment of both

class 0 and class 1 channels if the new channel belongs to class 1, or if at

least one class 1 channel shares the same output link; this test involves all

class 0 and class 1 channels on the output link; 

(3)  the class 2 bandwidth test, to be performed in all cases; 

(4)  the delay bound tests for classes 0 and 1 to see whether the delay con-

straints of class 0 and class 1 traffic are being met; 
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(5)  the buffer space test, which is needed for all types of channels in order

to determine whether sufficient buffer space is present in the switch to

accommodate the new channel. 

If the request passes the tests, then the switch manager sends the estab-

lishment message on to the next switch. Otherwise the request is rejected. 

The class 0 bandwidth test consists of verifying that the outgoing link is fast

enough to accommodate the additional class 0 channel without impairing the guar-

antees given to the others. Keeping in mind that class 0 channels have a constant

bandwidth requirement, we simply need to check that 

, (4-37)

where the sum is taken over all the class 0 channels sharing the output link with

the incoming request.14

 The class 1 bandwidth test verifies whether it is safe to statistically multiplex

a number of channels to achieve better switch utilization. It is responsible for deter-

mining whether the probabilistic delay guarantees for class 1 channels already

accepted by the switch are safe (within the z1 bound) as required by the QOS guar-

antees. The test consists of evaluating the probability of overflow, as defined by

equation (4-20), and verifying that it is less than 1-z1. Both class 0 and class 1

channels are included in this test.

The delay bound tests verify that the delay guarantees of class 0 and class

14. We would like to remind the reader that t is the time required to transmit a cell on the output link.

t
xmin i,i

∑ 1≤
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1 channels can be met whenever the switch is not overloaded. A bound on the

maximum delays experienced by these (delay sensitive) cells is derived below.

If there are  class 0 channels, equation (4-37)implies that the maximum

delay of a class 0 cell can not exceed  where  is the basic cell transmis-

sion time on the output link. The delay bound test for class 0 traffic consists of ver-

ifying that 

Theorem 4-8 If there are  class 0 channels, equation (4-37)implies that

the maximum delay of a class 0 cell can not exceed . 

Proof: The proof is based on a result in [Cidon 88]. Let NT be the number of

class 0 cells present T time units after the start of a busy period. Since class 0 cells

are always serviced with the highest priority, we must have

, (4-38)

where K is the set of class 0 connections at the node. On replacing  with x, we

find that . Equation (4-37) implies that the first term is

negative, and hence the number of class 0 cells can not be more than , which

is bounded by N0. ❚

Theorem 4-9 Let us consider the largest combination of class 0 and class 1

channels that satisfies condition (4-37). This set will consist of all the  class 0

channels on the output link (let this set be called K) and  class 1 channels,

selected in the order of decreasing values of  (let this set be called L). The

delay of a class 1 cell can not exceed . 
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Proof: Consider a cell on a class 1 channel that arrives at time instant T after

the start of a busy period and is serviced at time T+d. Between the start of the busy

period and the time when this cell is serviced, the scheduling policy ensures that

all cells that arrived on a class 0 channel are serviced, and that all cells which

arrived on a class 1 channel before time T are serviced as well. We must have:

. (4-39)

Since , we obtain 

, (4-40)

or equivalently, 

, (4-41)

which can be further simplified on the basis of equation (4-37), this implies that the

coefficient of T in equation (4-41) is negative and can be replaced by 0. Accounting

for an extra cell service time due to a lower level cell, we obtain: 

. (4-42)

This completes our proof. ❚

In order to ensure that no class 1 cell gets delayed beyond its required delay

bound d1, it is sufficient to ensure that

d T d+
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. (4-43)

 The class 1 delay bound test consists of verifying that equation (4-43) holds

at the node.

 Buffer allocation is required to support channels with a bounded loss rate.

A shared buffer architecture results in a much better buffer utilization than an archi-

tecture in which each channel is statically allocated a fixed number of buffers.

Notice that the rate control scheme prevents greedy clients from usurping the

whole of the shared buffer space. Thus, it is safe to have channels share a common

buffer pool. 

Allocation of buffer space for class 0 and class 1 channels is easy, and can

be done in the manner of QOS menu 2. Given the sets K and L in the class 1 delay

bound test, we know that the total buffer space required by all class 0 channels is

at most N0, and that the total buffer space required by all the class 1 channels (to

ensure that the loss rate is less than z1) is at most N0+N1.15 However, class 2

channels are not supposed to lose any cells, even though they do not have an

explicit delay bound. Thus, we need a separate method to determine the buffer

space to be allocated to class 2 channels. 

What is the total buffer requirement of all class 2 channels sharing the same

communication link? Let us examine the state of the scheduler at time T (measured

in units equal to the cell transmission time) after it makes a transition from an idle

15. The reader may have noted that we are assuming that all cells that are received at the node when
condition (4-37) does not hold are lost. It is a conservative assumption, and hence safe.

N0 N1+( ) t

1
t

xmin i,i K∈
∑−( )

t+ d1≤
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to a busy state; the count of cells present in the scheduler queue can be bounded

above by the amount CT given by

, (4-44)

where i ranges over all the channels sharing the output link including the channel

being established. Let Cmax be the maximum value of CT. 

Theorem 4-10 No class 2 cells will be lost if we allocate Cmax buffers to hold

class 2 cells.

Proof: Trivial. ❚

The maximum value of CT will occur either at  or at ,

where i could be any of the channels sharing the output link. Thus, with N channels

sharing an output link, the maximum buffer requirement (in number of cells) can be

computed by obtaining the maximum value of equation (4-44), evaluated at the

N+1 different values of T. The maximum value can be evaluated numerically.

 Thus, the buffer space test consists of evaluating the maximum number of

the buffers required at the values of T mentioned in the previous paragraph, dou-

bling this value to account for the regulator, and then verifying that the buffer space

in the switch exceeds this computed amount. Of course, this test assumes that the

regulator and the scheduler share the same buffer space. 

Keeping in mind the fact that the maximum number of cells a channel can

have in the regulator is the maximum number of cells of that channel that are

present in the scheduler in the previous node on the channel’s route, it follows that,

CT min
I

xave,i

T
xmin,i

,( )
i

∑( ) T−≤

T 0= T I xave,i⁄=
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in a network of homogeneous switches, the buffer requirement of the regulator is

the same as the buffer requirement of the scheduler.

These admission control criteria are simple and easy to enforce at channel

establishment time with limited amounts of processing power. However, the reader

will have noted that both the delay and the buffer computations are based on worst-

case assumptions, assuming that all channels may be sending cells at the same

time. There is a cost to worst-case design in terms of poor network utilization; how-

ever, it is the only safe way if we are to ensure that the network will always provide

the required quality of service. In the next section we examine how pessimistic our

assumptions are.

4.6.3 Performance

In this section, we present the results of the simulation experiments we ran

to study the performance of our admission control algorithms. We were interested

in the following issues:

(1)  How close are the predicted delay bounds and buffer requirements to

the actual delays experienced and buffers utilized in our simulation experi-

ments? The scheduling policy here is somewhat simpler, and thus, the

bounds of QOS menu 1 are no longer applicable.

(2)  What are the maximum possible bandwidth utilizations in the case of

class 1 traffic? Are these values of utilization acceptable?

We obtained answers to these questions by means of a simulator written in

CSIM [Schwetman 87]. 
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We measured the actual delays and buffer requirements observed in the

simulations in the presence of all three kinds of traffic, and compared them against

the predicted upper bounds given by our admission control rules. We were not able

to discover any cases in which the desired quality of service was not met. While

simulation results cannot be cited as a proof of correctness of our admission con-

trol scheme, they lend confidence to the assumptions made in Section 4.6.3 to

derive the admission control rule, and provide a cross-check.

In order to answer question (1), we present the results of a typical run of the

simulator. Channels were created with a peak bandwidth 1/20 of the output link

bandwidth, and bursty channels had a burstiness of 4. A channel was equally likely

to be of any class. An on/off model was used for generating class 1 traffic, and the

network wide I was assumed to be 400 time units. In order to keep the simulation

runs to reasonable lengths, we observed the amount of delay we had in our simu-

lations at different probabilities up to a probability of 10-3 and extrapolated it up to

10-9 using the extrapolation method described in Section 4.5.3. 

Figure 4-11 compares the simulated delays with the predicted maximum

delays, and Figure 4-12 compares the buffer allocation with the actual buffer utili-

zation for class 2 traffic. Our predicted bounds are always met, confirming the cor-

rectness of the admission control schemes. The bounds appear to be reasonably

close to the observed values, yet far enough to be safe. 

In order to test the behavior of our admission control policy in the face of

bursty traffic, we assumed the worst possible situation for our admission control

policies. Thus, all channels were assumed to be of class 1, which would lead to the
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lowest possible utilization of the network. The delay bound d1 was set to be equal

to 100 times the time required to transmit a cell on the output link; this roughly cor-

responds to a delay of 1 ms on a 45 Mbps network. 
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Figure 4-11 Comparison between allocated delay bounds and maximum observed
delays for class 0 and class 1 traffic in QOS menu 3.
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Figure 4-13 shows the maximum possible utilization of the output link in the

presence of only class 1 channels, with the probability of a cell missing the delay

bound of d1 equal to 10-9. On the horizontal axis, we have the minimum inter-arrival

time of a single channel, that is, xmin. The figure shows that utilization is poor for

bursty channels with high peak bandwidths, but fair for channels with lower peak

bandwidths. 

 From Figure 4-13, we see that utilization, when the peak bandwidth of an

individual channel is 1/50 times that of the output link, is about 40% with a bursti-

ness of 5. Thus, a 45 Mbps output link can support traffic with burstiness of 5 at a

utilization of 40% if the maximum peak bandwidth is about 1 Mbps. Even in this

case, we can support higher peak bandwidths efficiently if we permit a higher over-

flow probability. It is also obvious that the maximum possible utilization depends
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Figure 4-13 The maximum possible utilization for class 1 traffic at different values of
burstiness. The utilization depends more on the peak rate of the channel than on the
burstiness. fairly bursty traffic (b = 100) does not cause a collapse in maximum possible
utilization. 
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more on the peak bandwidth of a connection than on the burstiness of the traffic.

4.7 Verification of the Performance Contract

The performance contract consists of an agreement between the network

and the client entities whereby the network promises to transport cells on the chan-

nel with some performance constraints. The verification of the performance con-

tract by a client consists of a scheme by which the sender and the receiver can

verify that data is being delivered within the contractual performance bounds.

The scheme to verify performance would depend on the QOS menu that the

network has chosen to support. However, we can solve the problem for the most

general case, that is, QOS menu 1, and design a verification scheme for the other

two QOS menus as special cases. This can be done, because QOS menu 2 is a

special case of QOS menu 1, where only the loss rate parameter is significant, and

QOS menu 3 is a special case of QOS menu 1, that is, menu 1 with only three types

of services. Knowing the performance bounds for each QOS type at each switch,

and the number of switches along the path of a channel, we can compute the end-

to-end performance bounds, and reduce the problem of performance verification

for menus 2 and 3 to that of performance verification for QOS menu 1.

In QOS menu 1, we have three performance parameters to verify. (D, Z)

specifies the delay bound constraints, (J,U) specifies the delay jitter bound, and W

specifies the maximum loss rate. The probability that a cell had a delay in the range

(D-J,D) is greater than U, the probability that a cell has a delay less than D is

greater than Z, and the probability that a cell is not lost is greater than W.
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There is an obvious problem for the client if it attempts to verify a probabi-

listic guarantee such as the value of U, Z or W. No matter how many cells are lost

or delayed beyond the required limits (even if all the cells on a channel are lost or

delayed), the network could always claim that the situation would have improved if

the client had sent some more cells. The network could claim that the probabilistic

bounds are valid only in the limit, when an infinite (or sufficiently large) number of

cells are sent on a channel, and thus anything might happen to a finite number of

cells on the channel. A performance verification scheme must address the issue of

statistical performance guarantees.

Another issue in the design of a performance verification scheme is whether

the client needs a sufficient verification scheme or a necessary verification

scheme. A verification scheme is a program which is asked the question “Is the net-

work performing according to the contract?” to which it provides a binary answer,

“Yes” or “No”. A sufficient verification scheme would be a scheme which would say

“Yes” only when it is certain that the network is unable to live up to its contractual

obligations, thus it may allow the network to miss a performance bound sometimes.

A necessary scheme would be one which would say “No” only when it is certain

that the network is performing according to the contract, thus it does not allow the

network to default on its obligations anytime.

Ideally, we would like a verification scheme that is both sufficient and nec-

essary. However, in the cases where such a verification scheme is difficult to arrive

at, we would opt for a sufficient verification scheme. The reason for choosing a suf-

ficient, rather than a necessary, verification scheme is that the client would like to

have sufficient proof before it can claim that the network is violating the contract.
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Let us consider an easy case, namely that of verification of the delay, delay

variation and loss rate bounds when all guarantees are deterministic, by which we

mean that Z=W=U=1. In this case, no cell should experience an end-to-end delay

outside the range (D-J, D), and no cell should be lost. This condition is both nec-

essary and sufficient for performance verification in this case. 

Detection of lost cells can be done by means of a sequence number field in

each cell. By verifying that the sequence numbers at the receiver do not have any

gaps, the fraction of cells that are lost in a network can be detected by the receiver.

In the deterministic case that we are considering, this fraction should be zero. 

We need to develop a scheme to obtain the fraction of cells that were

delayed beyond D, or experienced a delay not in the range (D-J,D). If we have

some way of synchronizing clocks at the sender and the receiver, or of accessing

a universal time server, the absolute delay of a cell in the network can be mea-

sured. The sender can put a time-stamp in a cell indicating the time that the cell

was handed over to the network, and the receiver can measure the time when the

cell was received. The difference of the two provides the actual delay experienced

by the cell and can be used to verify both delay and delay jitter guarantees.

Even if clocks are not synchronized, it is possible to design a sufficient ver-

ification scheme for delay jitter. If the clock rates at the sender and receiver are

roughly the same (although the actual readings of the clocks may be different), the

sender can put relative time-stamps in each cell. A relative time-stamp would be

the difference in time between the sending of the current cell and that of the first

cell on the connection. The difference in the delays of two cells would be the differ-
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ence in the intervals at which they were received at the sender, minus the differ-

ence in their time-stamps. For any pair of cells, this difference in the delays should

not exceed the maximum allowable delay jitter. Notice that the detection of a delay

difference larger than J is sufficient proof that the network is not behaving properly.

However, there may be cases where the network may not provide delay within the

range (D-J,D) and the scheme would fail to notice it, for example, the network may

be providing delays within the range (2D-J,2D) and this scheme would not be able

to detect the difference. 16

However, this approach is susceptible to cell losses, in the sense that it

would break down if the first cell was lost in the network. In order to make it more

robust to cell losses, some cells (marked especially) can be sent with a relative

time-stamp equal to zero.

As an example of this approach, suppose we have an 8-bit sequence num-

ber for the cells, that is, every 256th cell has sequence number 0. The relative time-

stamps for a cell with sequence number 0 is always set to be 0. The relative time-

stamp for a cell with a non-zero sequence number would be the difference between

the time it was sent and the time that the most recent cell with sequence number 0

was sent. A cell loss only makes the relative time-stamps of a group of 256 cells

difficult to use at the receiver. A dummy cell with a sequence number of 0 can be

inserted xmin time units after a cell with sequence number 255 to ensure that the

delay jitter between these two cells is also taken into account.

16. A similar scheme would be to send the time-difference between a cell and the time the previous
cell on the connection was sent out. This scheme would be weaker in the sense that it would only
detect the difference in delays between consecutive cells. It may also be used to detect the difference
in delays among any two members of a group of consecutive cells, none of which is lost in the net-
work. 
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At this stage, we do not have a satisfactory scheme that determines if a

delay bound has been violated in the absence of synchronized clocks. This area is

a subject for future study.

Let us now consider a channel for which U< 1, Z < 1 or W < 1. The first step

in the verification scheme for such channels is to determine the fraction of cells that

have been lost on the channel, and the fraction of cells that have been delayed out-

side of the range (D-J,D), and the fraction of cells that had a delay beyond the

bound D. The fraction of lost cells can be obtained by checking sequence numbers

at the receiver, while the fraction of cells outside the appropriate delay or delay jitter

range, can be obtained by means of time-stamps in the presence of synchronized

clocks. If a sufficiently large number of cells is transferred, then the fraction of cells

received successfully at the receiver must be greater than W, the fraction of cells

received within the required delay bound D must be greater than Z, and the fraction

of cells received within the delay range (D-J,D) must be greater than U. 

How large is sufficiently large? The exact number is hard to determine

because cell delay violations or cell losses tend to occur in bursts. The probability

that a cell is lost (or delayed beyond the required bound) is correlated with the prob-

ability that other cells arriving soon thereafter are lost (or delayed). However, if the

network were able to specify a time-interval TI such that the delay or loss probabil-

ity of two cells that arrive at a spacing larger than TI are not correlated, then it is

possible for the client to determine whether the fraction of cells that were success-

fully received (or received within the required delay or delay jitter bound) approxi-

mates the expected fraction W (or Z or U). 
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Is it possible for the network to suggest a value of TI? Because of the admis-

sion control equation (4-22), the total average rate of cell arrivals at any node in the

network is always less than the possible service rate at the node. If Imax,n is the

maximum value of I among all the channels17 at node n, the utilization of node n,

when averaged over any duration of length Imax,n or more should be less than1. If

two cells arrive at node n at an interval longer than Imax,n, or depart from node n at

an interval longer than Imax,n, the probability that one would be lost (or delayed

beyond the required bound) is independent of that for the other. When the chan-

nel’s route covers a number of nodes, TI can be selected as the maximum value of

Imax,n along all nodes along the path. An upper bound on the value of TI needs to

be specified by the network to the client at channel establishment time. TI, may

however, change over time, but the network needs to ensure, perhaps by refusing

some connections, that it remains lower than the declared bound.

Suppose we have sent and received N cells on a channel. If I is the averag-

ing interval for the channel, and TIm is the bound on TI declared by the network at

channel establishment time, we can determine the maximum dependency lag,

bmax, as:

 . (4-45)

The delays of the ith cell and the i+bmax
th cell are independent, as are the

probabilities that they will be lost. Consider any of the bmax series for cell delays,

the ith series consisting of the delays of the ith, i+bmax
th,  i+2bmax

th,... cells, for i in

the range 1...bmax. We know that there are no dependencies among any two mem-

17. In the xmin-xave-I model, I is the interval over which the average inter-cell spacing xave of the
channel is maintained. 

bmax TIm xave⁄=
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bers of this series. The probability that a cell was delayed beyond the delay bound

of D is less than 1-Z. Thus, for a sufficiently large number of cells, the fraction of

cells that are delayed beyond the bound in any of the series should be lower than

(1-Z).

The determination of a sufficiently large number in this case is easy,

because of the independence properties among each member of the series. Let us

consider the cell losses for one of the series defined in the preceding paragraphs.

Let us define Xi as a random variable that takes the value 0 whenever a cell in the

ith series is delivered outside the bound of D and the value1 otherwise. Then {Xi} is

a Bernoulli sequence with probability . 18 Suppose we measure the fraction

of packets that were delayed beyond D, that is, compute the fraction of {Xi} which

is 1 by taking n samples. Let  be the observed value of this fraction. The law of

large numbers for a Bernoulli sequence [Thomasian 69] states that:

. (4-46)

It follows that 

, (4-47)

The client can choose its own value of ε, according to how strictly it wishes

to verify that its delay or loss rate guarantees are being met. Suppose ε was cho-

sen to be (1-Z), a number which ensures that sufficient accurate results would be

obtained even for Z higher than 1-10-3. The number of samples that we would need

18. A Bernoulli sequence with probability p is obtained as a result of a number of independent tosses
of a coin which turns up a head with probability p. 
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to collect before asserting that the network is not meeting the contract with a certain

probability (say P) can be determined to be 

. (4-48)

Thus, If we want to make sure that the probability of falsely accusing the net-

work is less than 10-2 for a Z of 10-3, we need to examine 105 elements of the X

series. With a bmax of about 20 (as a rough estimate from Chapter 3), this trans-

lates to a need for observing 2 million cells on the connection. 

If we were considering cells delayed outside the range (D-J,D), then the ran-

dom variable X would be 1 whenever a cell was delivered within this range, other-

wise it would be 0, and we would use . If we were considering cell losses,

 and the random variable X would be 1 whenever a cell is delivered correctly

to the receiver, and 0 when it is lost. The number of cells to be examined can be

derived as in the case of verifying the Z constraint. 

4.8  Conclusions

In this chapter, we have examined mechanisms that can be used by a net-

work to provide the required quality of service. We have proposed three different

menus of QOS guarantees that may be adopted depending on the network’s char-

acteristics, and shown how they can be provided by simple, yet efficient schemes.

This chapter completes the description of our approach to guaranteed per-

formance communication. In the next chapter, we discuss the strengths and weak-

nesses of our approach, and propose countermeasures to some of the drawbacks

of this approach.

n
1

1 Z−( ) P
≥

p U≥

p W≥
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Chapter 5: Conclusions

5.1 Thesis Summary

In this section, we present a brief summary of our investigation, and

describe our solution to the problem of predictive resource allocation, which was

introduced in Chapter 1.

The problem of guaranteed performance communication was viewed as

equivalent to signing a contract between the communicating client and the net-

work. The contract was looked upon as consisting of three components: a con-

ventional contract, which dealt with the problem of providing a connection-

oriented service in the network; a traffic contract which dealt with the obligations

of the clients towards the network, and a performance contract that dealt with the

obligations of the network towards the client. Within each of these components,

we had to solve four problems, the specification of the contract, a mechanism for

meeting the contract, a mechanism for mapping the client-network contract into a

set of local contracts at different nodes in the network, and a mechanism for ver-

ifying if the contract is being met 

We did not examine the conventional contract in any detail since most of

the problems and issues in this area have already been studied extensively, and

solutions to these problems exist.
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In Chapter 2, we examined different traffic models that can be used for the

purpose of resource allocation in high speed networks. We concluded that the

xmin-xave-I model appears to be the best of all the three models examined from

the perspectives of simplicity, usability, and efficiency. We also presented algo-

rithms that the network can use to verify if a client is obeying the model, and a

leaky-bucket scheme that allows clients to keep their promises. Thus, Chapter 2

addressed the issues of specification and mechanism for the traffic contract.

In Chapter 3, we studied the problem of the variations affecting model

parameters at different points in a network. For connections requiring a loss rate

smaller than 1%, the change in the value of xmin can not be ignored. We proposed

a reconstruction policy that can be used to correct for the variation in model

parameters. We also found that the changes in the value of xave were not signif-

icant, and that no major correlations can develop along different connections,

even in a fairly heavily loaded network. That chapter dealt with the issue of map-

ping and verification for the performance contract.

In Chapter 4, we presented schemes that the network can use to provide

performance guarantees to communicating clients. We identified three different

QOS menus, and discussed the environments where their use would not be most

appropriate. We provided simple admission control rules, scheduling policies and

buffer allocation schemes for all the three menus, and studied their performance

by means of simulation. The schemes usually resulted in a reasonably high band-

width utilization (in the region of 50-70%), but buffer utilization was not as high

(about 30% for QOS menu 1 or QOS menu 2 class 0, which tolerated few losses).

This chapter dealt with all the four issues in the performance contract.
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In brief, the thesis has identified the different problems that are encoun-

tered in the area of resource allocation when performance in communication net-

works is to be guaranteed, and proposed efficient practical schemes that can be

used to solve these problems. Therefore, we hope that the thesis has led to a bet-

ter understanding of the issues involved in guaranteeing performance in high-

speed networks.

 Table 1-1 in Chapter 1 indicated the problems that had to be solved in the

area of guaranteed performance communication.We reproduce the same table

here, but this time we indicate the solutions to different sub-areas in different

fields. Table 5-1 summarizes the results of our thesis, and is the counterpart to

(1) Specification Addressing Issues

(solutions exist)

Three menus of 
QOS

Chapter 4

 xmin-xave-I model 

Chapter 2

(2) Mechanism Communication 
Abstraction

(solutions exist)

Admission control 
and scheduling for 
each menu of QOS

Chapter 4

Leaky bucket 
scheme

Chapter 2

(3) Mapping Routing Issues

(solutions exist)

Distributed or cen-
tralized performance 

distribution

Chapter 4

Full or partial recon-
struction

Chapter 3

(4) Verification Authentication, 
Acknowledgments

(solutions exist)

Statistics at the 
receiver

Chapter 4

Rate-control. 

Chapter 3

(C1)

Conventional

 Contract 

(C3)

 Performance

Contract

(C2)

Traffic

Contract 

Table 5-1. Components in the solution of predictive resource allocation
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Table 1-1.

In the next sections, we discuss the limitations of our approach and contri-

butions to the problem of resource allocation in high-speed networks.

5.2  Limitations of the thesis

We have taken a predictive approach to guaranteeing performance. The

predictive approach suffers from some obvious disadvantages.

The first disadvantage is the potentially long time required for the estab-

lishment of a connection. The establishment of a guaranteed-performance con-

nection requires at least one round-trip, with a number of tests to be performed at

each of the nodes along the path. In an environment where most conversations

are short-lived, the connection establishment overhead may be too high. The two

possible solutions to this problem are (1) to develop a scheme that can cache

some long-lasting guaranteed-performance connections between a source and a

destination, and multiplex connections with compatible requirements on these

long-lasting connections or (2) to develop a scheme that allows a sender to start

transmitting cells without waiting for the completion of the round-trip establish-

ment procedure. The first approach has been explored in [Damaskos 89a] and

the second approach in [Damaskos 89b]. The multiplexing scheme views a long-

lasting guaranteed-performance connection as a two-node network; multiplexing

is achieved by establishing guaranteed performance connections over this net-

work. Cells can be transmitted without waiting for a round-trip establishment time

if the intermediate nodes can determine and use local performance bounds that

are “safer” than the local performance bounds to be used later on. It is possible
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to do so with all the three methods of performance distribution described in

Section 4.3. 

Another problem of predictive resource management is that this type of

management is bound to utilize the network resources less than reactive resource

management. By carefully monitoring the state of the network, a reactive

resource manager can achieve almost 100% utilization of network resources

such as bandwidth. A predictive scheme, which is based on conservative esti-

mates, can never attain that goal. The performance of our resource allocation

schemes has been reasonable, but far from the maximum possible utilization of

100%. In chapter 2, we saw that the maximum possible utilization for the network

using leaky buckets was about 70%. We would like to point out, however, that the

predictive scheme can co-exist with reactive schemes being used for lower prior-

ity traffic. Thus, any unused bandwidth can be used for lower priority traffic.

Unused buffer space can not, however, be utilized by lower priority traffic since

we are either using static allocation (QOS menu 1) or space sharing only among

connections with the same priority (QOS menu 2 and 3). Moreover, a reactive

scheme may be too slow to use for guaranteeing performance to connections that

have large propagation delays. In a network where connections with large prop-

agation delays as well as connections with small propagation delays may co-exist

with the same priority, a predictive scheme provides a simple approach to guar-

anteed-performance communication.

Our resource allocation policies can work only in association with commu-

nication protocols that support the notion of quality of service according to the traf-

fic model and performance parameters that we have been using. Thus, a change
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in the traffic model or in performance parameters would require changes in those

protocols. Some of these changes may be easy; for example, modification of the

admission control tests does not require any major change in the protocol suite;

while some other changes, for example, a change in the performance distribution

scheme may be more difficult to make.

The reconstruction process is based on a strict adherence to the contract.

Thus, a channel which signed a contract for a certain bandwidth can not get a

larger bandwidth even if no other channel is present. The notion of marked pack-

ets, where a channel asks for a certain bandwidth for high priority packets but is

also allowed, if sufficient bandwidth is available, to transfer low priority packets

(these packets are marked as droppable if bandwidth is not available

[Gallassi 89]) is not supported by our scheme.

We would like to mention that, while the list of limitations is large, it is pos-

sible to extend our work to remove some of these limitations. Section 5.4 exam-

ines some possible steps that can be taken in this direction.

5.3 Contributions of the thesis

In this section, we summarize the contributions of our thesis. We tried to

understand the problem of predictive pessimistic resource allocation in high-

speed networks, and offered solutions in previous chapters. 

The approach outlined above offers many advantages. The scheme can

be used in local-area networks as well as in wide-area networks with large prop-

agation delays. The scheme is valid for a wide range of network bandwidths and
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buffer spaces available in the ATM nodes and switches. The real-time traffic utili-

zation achieved in a typical node is in the (20-50%) range for all the three QOS

menus even in the presence of bursty traffic, this is a reasonable range of values

for a reservation scheme. The scheme is well-defined, and robust in the sense

that it can protect clients from one another. The admission control tests are easy

to perform, and channels can be added or deleted without a lot of computation. 

The approach in our thesis has been to separate the ideas of traffic and

performance contracts. One advantage of this separation is that connections with

any type of performance and traffic requirements can be supported. Many other

proposals in the area ([Golestani 90] [Kalmanek 90]) suffer from an implicit

dependency between the bandwidth and the delay of a connection, with the result

that low-bandwidth low-delay connections cannot be supported efficiently.

Since our scheme has identified and solved the problems in different sub-

areas of predictive resource management, our approach scales to networks of

any size. Moreover, the scheme is general enough that it can be used for a

diverse number of applications. The different QOS menus that have been pre-

sented in this thesis span a wide spectrum of network bandwidths and buffer-

space availabilities. 

 To the best of our knowledge, this thesis is the only work in the area of

resource allocation that has studied the problem of changes in traffic parameters

inside a network, and proposed a scheme that takes this variation into account.

Legalistic contractual performance guarantees are also a unique characteristic of

the Berkeley approach to real-time communication, which forms the basis of this
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thesis.

5.4 Future Work

While the thesis has offered a basic solution to the problem of guaranteed

performance communication, a number of issues still remain to be explored.

Some of these issues are being explored by other researchers in the author’s

group, while others are still waiting for attention.

One of the critical policies that can affect network performance is the rout-

ing policy to be used for guaranteed performance communication. It is not clear

that the routing policies used for conventional virtual circuit routing [Tanenbaum

88] would be efficient for real-time communication as well. We need to explore the

routing issues in more detail.

Guaranteed performance communication algorithms can only operate with

a protocol suite that supports the notions of traffic and performance contracts.As

mentioned in Section 1.3.5, the thesis is a contribution to the concept of real-time

channels, which is part of the Berkeley approach to real-time networking. A pro-

tocol suite within the Berkeley approach is being designed by the Tenet group at

U.C. Berkeley, and can also be used with the ideas proposed in this thesis.

In order to increase the utilization of the network resources by real-time

traffic, we can examine more sophisticated traffic models and smarter admission

control rules. While our schemes result in a reasonable utilization of bandwidth,

we are not performing that well regarding buffer utilization because of our use of

static buffer allocation. It should be noted, however, that high buffer utilizations
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are unreasonable to expect in any design since the primary purpose of buffers is

to prevent the loss of cells during the occurence of low-probability exceptional

conditions. 

If the use of the network were free, all clients would ask for the best quality

of service available even if they do not need it, thus allowing very few channels to

be established, with a very poor utilization of network resources. A pricing

scheme needs to be explored to prevent this from occurring. 

In the thesis, we have taken a very legalistic view of the contract. Thus, we

are not able to support concepts like marked packets [Gallassi 89], where clients

are allowed to use extra bandwidth for low priority (marked droppable) packets if

the network has enough resources available. This limitation can be removed by

having a rate-control/reconstruction module which is more flexible than those that

we propose.

Finally, we need to find a scheme which would allow the communicating

clients to determine if the network is meeting their required delay bound in the

absence of synchronized clocks.

The above list is only indicative and not an exhaustive enumeration of all

the work that can and should be done in the area. As more experience is gained

in the realm of guaranteed performance communication, we will undoubtedly dis-

cover new areas of research.
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Appendix 1: Computation of Overflow 
Probability

 A1.1 Fast Evaluation of Overflow Probability

In Sections 4.3, 4.5.2 and 4.6.2 of the thesis, we needed to compute an

overflow probability. The computation of the overflow probability can be reduced

to the following problem.

 Given N independent variables X1,X2... XN, Xi taking the value wi

 with probability pi, and the value 0 with probability (1- pi), compute

the probability that X1+X2...+XN >1. 

For the case of admission control in Sections 4.3, 4.5.2 and 4.6.2, the vari-

able Xi would be associated with the ith channel at a node, with the value of pi

given by the ratio of the minimum inter-cell interval xmin to that of the average

inter-cell interval xave; and the variable wi defined as the ratio of the service time

for one cell to that of xmin. 

For the case of channel multiplexing referred to in Chapter 5, the variable

Xi can be defined for the ith virtual channel to be multiplexed on a physical channel

with the value of pi given by the ratio of the minimum inter-cell interval on a virtual

channel to the average inter-cell interval on the virtual channel; and the variable

wi defined as the ratio of the minimum inter-cell interval on the physical channel

0 wi 1≤ ≤( )
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to the minimum inter-cell interval on the virtual channel. The details can be found

in [Damaskos 89b].

 Although we are required to find only one value in the probability distribu-

tion of the variable Y = X1+...+ X N, namely the probability that Y exceeds 1, we

will determine the whole distribution. Whenever we add a new variable, say XN+1,

finding the probability that X1+...+ X N+1 exceeds 1 requires knowing the proba-

bility that X1+...+ X N exceeds x at values other than 1. Therefore, keeping the

whole distribution allows us to add (and delete) channels in an easy fashion. 

 The plot of would look like a series of steps as shown in

Figure 1. The dotted lines show where the steps begin. Each step begins at a

point where x equals the sum of wi for some subset of the N variables X1...XN. In

general, the (horizontal) width of the steps can be arbitrary, even very small. In

the worst case, there may be as many as 2N steps in this function, and maintain-

Pr Y x≥( )

Figure 1  This figure shows the typical shape of the tail distribution of the sum of independent
random variables. It consists of a number of steps of different sizes, beginning at arbitrary
locations. The dotted lines show the points where the steps begin. If there are N variables in
the sum, we may have 2N steps in the worst case. 
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ing the distribution will take O(2N) time, when adding or deleting any channel. 

Figure 2 shows an approximation of the same function if we restrict our-

selves to some fixed number of constant-width steps, In order to ensure that the

approximation thus obtained is an upper bound on the actual distribution, the

approximation always assumes that the maximum value of the probability in the

entire step is the probability throughout the width of that step. The new constant-

width steps are shown by the dotted lines. It is clear if all the actual function steps

(that is, steps marked by the vertical dotted lines in Figure 1) started at a location

that was also the start of an approximated step (the vertical dotted lines in

Figure 2), the approximation would have been the same as the actual probability

distribution. If each step in the approximation is δ units wide, and each of the val-

ues wi be an integral multiple of δ, each of the steps in Figure 1 corresponds to

Figure 2  This figure shows the idea behind obtaining an upper bound without exponential
computation. We consider steps of fixed width, and in each step obtain an upper bound on
the tail distribution. The solid line shows the actual tail distribution, with the thick hatched line
marking the approximation and bound. Vertical dotted lines indicate the start of a constant-
width step. 
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some set C of connections and begins at , which is an integral multiple

of δ. In this case, the approximate would have been exact. Clearly, as δ becomes

smaller, the approximation approaches the actual distribution, even if the wi are

not integral multiples of δ.

The idea behind the fast approximation is to maintain a constant number

of steps. Let us define the approximate function g(N,x) as the value of the bound,

that is, . Also assume that each of the steps in our

approximation is δ units wide. On adding a new variable N+1, we round off its

weight to the next higher multiple of δ and try to add this channel to the existing

bound. Conditioning on the new channel, 

. (A1-1)

Similarly, deletion of a variable (say the N+1th variable) can be done by

noticing that: 

. (A1-2)

 Expanding the second factor on the right hand side repeatedly, and recall-

ing that g(N, x) for negative or zero x is 1.0, we obtain that

, (A1-3)

where h is defined as . 

We now illustrate the approximation process by means of an example. Let

us assume that there are 3 channels that are requested at the node. Let them

x wi
i C∈
∑=

g N x,( ) Pr Xi
i i=

N

∑ 1≥
 
 =

g N 1+ δm,( ) 1 pN 1+−( ) g N δm,( ) g N δ m wN 1+ δ⁄−( ),( )pN 1++=

g N δm,( ) 1.0
1 pN 1+−

( ) g N 1+ δm,( ) g N δ m wN 1+ δ⁄−( ),( )pN 1+−[ ]=

g N δm,( )
1−( ) kpN 1+

k

1 pN 1+−( ) k 1+
g N 1+ δ m kh−( ),( )
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m h⁄
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have the properties shown in Table 1. 

For the sake of illustration, we choose δ to be 0.2. This would require that

we have six columns in our table. In the beginning the table is initialized so that

the first entry is 1.0 and all the rest all zero. The various entries in the table as

channels are added are shown in Table 2.

The deletion of channel 3 has been done without considering the order in

which it was inserted. One may verify that this is exactly the result that we would

get if channels 1, 2 and 4 were added respectively, and channel 3 request had not

come at all. This can be seen in Table 3.

 How does the scheme compare with the actual probabilities? One may

Channel p w 
1 0.2 0.2 
2 0.1 0.2 
3 0.3 0.4 
4 0.1 0.3

Table 1. 

Pr(S > x)

 event  x = 0.0 x = 0.2  x = 0.4 x = 0.6  x = 0.8  x = 1.0 

add ch1 1.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

add ch 2 1.0 0.28 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 

add ch 3 1.0 0.352 0.118 0.028 0.002 0.0

add ch 4 1.0 0.5464 0.3826 0.1252 0.0368 0.0084 

del ch 3 1.0 0.496 0.314 0.084 0.006 0.0

Table 2.
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verify that it is indeed exact when channels 1, 2 and 3 are added. The only source

of error is channel 4, since its w of 0.3 is not an exact multiple of 0.2. The exact

probability is 0.0006 while the bound is 0.0084. The high error need not discour-

age us, since a smaller value of δ produces results that are fairly accurate. 

 A1.2 The Algorithms

In this section, we explicitly give the algorithms that need to be executed

whenever a channel needs to be added to or deleted from a node (or for the pur-

pose of multiplexing). 

The algorithm attempts to compute the array prob_tab  which is an array

of size NUM_ELEM. The value of δ is given as 1.0/(NUM_ELEM -1). The probability

table is initialized by the routine prob_tab_init . 

Pr(S > x)

 event  x = 0.0 x = 0.2  x = 0.4 x = 0.6  x = 0.8  x = 1.0 

add ch1 1.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

add ch 2 1.0 0.28 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 

add ch 4 1.0 0.5464 0.3826 0.1252 0.0368 0.0084 

Table 3.

prob_tab_init(prob_tab)
float prob_tab[];
{

int i;
prob_tab[0] = 1.0;
for(i=1;i<NUM_ELEM;i++) {

prob_tab[i] = 0.0;
}

}
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The probability that a non-negative random variable will exceed zero is

always one. Thus, the first entry of prob_tab  is initialized to one, while the other

entries are initialized to zero.

Whenever, a new channel is to be added, we can check what the new

probability of overflow is going to be by means of a few simple additions. Given

the probability prob  of activity of the new channel, and the weight wt  of the new

channel, the routine new_prob  returns the value of the new overflow probability.

If a channel passes all the tests and is to be added to the set of existing

channels, then the routine add_channel  is invoked. It uses the same parame-

ters of prob  and wt . The differentiation between new_prob  and add_channel

allows us to test if a channel can be safely added without updating the probability

table. Thus, the admission control tests can be performed very rapidly.

When we have to delete a channel, we need a temporary working array of

the same size as prob_tab . The temporary array is used to store the previous

value of prob_tab as we update the new values. The procedure is described by

the routine delete_chan .

new_prob(prob,wt)
float prob, wt;
{

int skip = ;
int i;
float answer;

answer = prob*prob_tab[NUM_ELEM-skip] 
+ (1.0 - prob_tab) * prob_tab[NUM_ELEM];

return(answer);
}

wt/ δ
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The algorithms have been presented in a C-like pseudo-code. A similar set

add_channel(prob,wt)
float prob, wt;
{

int skip = ;
int i;

for(i=NUM_ELEM;i>skip;i--) {
prob_tab[i] = prob*prob_tab[i-skip] 

+ (1.0 -prob) * prob_tab[i];
}
for(i=skip;i>=0;i--) {

prob_tab[i] = prob + (1.0 - prob) *prob_tab[i];
}

}

wt/ δ

delete_chan(prob,wt)
float prob, wt;
{

int skip = ;
int i;
float tmp_arr[NUM_ELEM+1];

for(i=0;i<skip;i++) {
tmp_arr[i] = (prob_tab[i] - prob)/(1.0 - prob);

}

for(i=skip;i<NUM_ELEM;i++) {
prod = 1.0/(1.0 - prob);
tmp_arr[i] = 0.0;
for(j=0;j< ; j++) {

tmp_arr[i] += prod * prob_tab[i];
prod = prod * prob/(1.0 - prob) * -1;

}
}

/* Now copy the temporary array as the new prob_tab */

for(i=0;i<NUM_ELEM;i++) {
prob_tab[i] = tmp_arr[i];

}
}

wt/ δ

i skip⁄
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of algorithms can be used in the case of channel multiplexing, or for evaluating

the overflow probability in other cases as well.

 A1.3 Comparison with Other Approximation Methods

Our approximation method is only one of the many possible ones that can

be used to obtain an upper bound on the overflow probability. A number of other

upper bounds can be found in literature ([Bennett 62], [Hoeffding 63], [Fuk 71],

and [Miyao 91]). All of these bounds are based on a Chernoff-type bound

[Chernoff 52] which states that for any random variable Y:

(A1-4)

where µ is the expected value of a random variable Y and s is any non-negative

constant. Taking into account the fact that Y is a sum of a N independent variables

(Y = X1+...+ X N), we obtain that 

, (A1-5)

where the relevant values of µ and E(esY) have been substituted. Since the

expected value of Y is the same as the expected utilization of a node, and thus

strictly less than 1, equation (A1-5) can be used to obtain a bound on the value of

the overflow probability.

The different approximations in the literature ([Bennett 62], [Hoeffding 63],

[Fuk 71], and [Miyao 91]) are refinements of this bound, and propose the selec-

tion of different values of s. [Miyao 91] applies Chernoff’s bounds to the problem

of admission control in ATM networks, and obtains the value of s which minimizes

Pr Y x µ+>( ) E esY( ) e sx−≤

Pr Y x piwi
i 1=

N

∑+>
 
  pie

swi 1 pi−( )+[ ]
i 1=

N

∏ 
  e sx−≤
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the probability bound by solving a transcendental minimization equation numeri-

cally. 

Instead of implementing the numerical methods for solving a complex

equation, we tried to compare our approximation method by using the same work-

load that was used in [Miyao 91]. The workload consisted of a mix of two types of

channels, one with a pi of 0.5 and a wi of 0.05, and the other one consisted of

channels with a pi of 0.1 and a wi of 0.05. The results in [Miyao 91] indicate that

the number of accepted channels using the approximate bounds differed by about

10% (for example, one could only accept 58 of the first type of channels instead

of 70 channels that one would have been able to accept using the exact compu-

tation). 

How does that compare with our approximation method? Suppose we

decided to use 21 bins in our approximation method. In that case, δ (the length of

an approximation step) would have been 0.05, same as the value of wi, and we

would have obtained the accurate value of the overflow probability. Thus, there

would have been no decrease in the number of accepted connections using our

approximation. 

How inaccurate are we in the cases where the weights could be random

and not an exact multiple of δ; and how does this inaccuracy depend on the num-

ber of approximation steps (NUM_ELEM)? In order to answer this question, we

present the value of the approximate overflow probability computed for different

values of NUM_ELEM. 10 channels with wi and pi randomly distributed between 0

and 1 were considered. The value of the exact overflow probability was 0.02061.
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We show the approximate value obtained for different values of NUM_ELEM in

Figure 3.:

It is obvious from the figure that the use of a larger value of NUM_ELEM

results in a more accurate bound. We found that about 1000 bins are adequate

to obtain the approximate overflow probability to a reasonable accuracy in most

of our simulations.
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Figure 3 The accuracy of approximate bound for different values of NUM_ELEM.
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